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German Airborne Electronic Development 

The ever-accumulating mass of reports on German electronics tells a 
stor.y of a grim, unseen battle which we won and they lost. This battle 
was a hidden game, with engineers and specialists, generals and airmen on 
both sides working to new methods of warfare. 

Beginning at Munich, Warsaw, the West Front and Pearl Harbor, the 
Allies were on the production defensive, seeking war weapons and tactical 
uses while warding off a superbly equipped army. the end the situation 
was reversed. 

We held a technical and material advantage over Japan although 
logistics and distance were against us. In the European war, however, the 
Germans often paved the way for our developments or excelled and duplicated 
in the race for technical victory. They had better weapons and more of 
them in 1939-42. They had a reservoir of trained technicians and battle 
experience with their weapons. 

Why did we this High-Frequency War and what did they have? This 
report will attempt to answer those questions and encompass these intelli
gence reports into a comprehensive survey. The thousands of reports now 
available give a detailed stor.y, item by item, but the over-all story can
not be told even in this document. 

This report will deal with over-all development programs; the needs, 
difficulties, achievements and interesting sidelights which influence 
such programs, as well as with the purely technical aspects. There is 
as much to be learned in new ideas and over-all study as in detailed 
analysis of enemy equipment. 
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required 
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, assigned upon induction to specialized were 
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The record system in the German army was based on the of re-
garding each soldier in a dual capacity: (1) as an individual: and (2) as a 
member of his unit. His personal records were maintained by his 
service board and his duty records were maintained by his organization. His 
personal records were not consulted for assignment His duty records moved 
as the soldier moved. The replacement system of the army which maintained 
duty records therefore had its own channel which did not interfere with other 
mill ta.ry channels,. 

Physical fitness and age were important factors in duty assignment, but 
dwindled in importance as the manpower shortage mounted in war years. 

The NCO was the backbone of the German Army. The Russian campaign in 
1941 decimated the NCO and hurried promotion was 

The peacetime system of promotion similar to system 
was abandoned and battlefield record was the for promotion. 
Peacetime promotion was based upon occupational job to which 
assigned, promotion occurring through channels Wartime NCO's attended NCO 
schools for political indoctrination and study of weapons and '!'he 

Force Technical Schools had unlimited quotas of NCO ranks 
tendency was to maintain technical personnel higher than personnel,. 
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never consulted about future 

to plan the war against 
a fortnight .. 

for war 1939, Von Halder 
summer of 1939.. He said that 

of divisions marching up 
the " The 
Hitler arrested and an 

was trying to lead 
given, the telegram of 

from England. 

At that time the army was in the hands of the generals and revolt would 
have succeeded. The dazzling victories in 1940, which came as a complete 
surprise to the General Staff, stregthened Hitler's hand ald enabled him 
to take over Bauchtisch 1s position as head of the army. 
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was at .. 
undesirables, the anticul tu.rel. 

of Education continued to 
censorship the aid of N .. S .. Dozentenbund, 

power a right to veto on promotions.. These efforts 
trated themselves when the influence became positive, resulting in a number 
absurd appointments.. Such men as Stark, Taschek, Lenard and Thiessen, tu.ming 

politics to augment their (in some cases never existent) scienti.f';l.c eminence 
were so universally recognized as incompetent that their power over German 
science never became effective ... Scientists such as Von Laue or Heisenberg, 
although subject to press attack, the outcome were able to 11rork unhindered .. 
Planck, too old to contribute directly to research, became the figurehead ot 
orthodox German science which on the whole survived.. The activities of the 
Dozentenbund ended in.providing intellectual exercise for German scientists, 
such as finding to employ the Relativity theorv nth.wt rete:nmce to Ein-

Though emigration deprived German science of a nllltber of able. men., ~ 
.finding their academic careers blocked, were welcome-d into the industrial 

organizations .. 

A significant change in this period con~erned the presidency of the 
Wilhelm Institute@ Hitherto this had been held by a scientist .. 

the could no long~r postpone retirement, the K.W.G., tearing 
political head, Bosch~ head of I. G.. This solutiO.n of 
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and there were 
tests o Dr .. 

during .was transferred 
the signals organization and was chiefly re

Knickbein in collabration vdth the Technishes .Amt 
and Telefunken" 

1he crews Knickbein soon reported that .the beam was being diverted 
and that British fighters were Deing vectored on it. Several weeks were re
quired to prove that the beam was being diverted. 

Dr,, Plendl invented both the nxu and nyn (Benito) systems. 'I'he nxn beams 
were developed under the signals organization at Kothen by Dr. Kumhold with 
K.G. 100 and General Aschbrenner, an old and experienced pilot. The Benito 

on the other hand, was perfected by Dr. Plendl at the Technisches Amt 
under Field Marshal Milsch, and General Martini had nothing to do with it. 

It was intended to a whole group to navigate on the 11x11 sys 
Kampfgruppe lCO, acting as pathfinders .for large bomber .forces, had been 

attacking towns in Great Britain on the "X11 system for a short time, Dr. Plendl 
to out Benito in practice, regarding it as the better system. Dr. 

Kumhold was annoyed as he always considered the "X" system as the better 
system. 

Martini was responsible .for the use of beams as navigational aids. How
success was achieved as personnel felt they could locate 

better by optical means. The full program was interrupted by 
British countermeasures and the diversion o.f trained crews to the Russian 
battle. 

G8ring became quite angry about the jamming of the beams and threatened 
times to demote Martini and promote the inventor Plendle 

In the summer o.f 1942, Hitler ordered Martini to his headquarters after 
reading that the Krupps works had been attacked at night through 10010 cloud 
by beam navigation. Hitler believed there must have been a gap in the clouds* 
General Jeschonnek his chief of staff, and G6ring had no faith in HF aids and 
were skeptical. Martini informed Hitler that beam bombing was feasible and 
G6ring interposed with, "Yea, My Fuehrer, but we also have such systems. 0 

Hitler asked for details and then ordered a demonstration saying, "I don't 
trust high frequency. I went on a flight to South Germany and ended up in 
North Germany with your high frequency. 

c .. 

Discussing and German ground radar, General Martini said he was 
aware that before the beginning of the war great radar stations had been put 
up on the coast o.f England that had very long range, and that height measure-
ments could be * 

Just before the war the Graf Zepplin along the coast o.f England in 
an. experimental flight. The main object of that .flight was to test ultrashort-
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Intelligence indicated that the RAF Air-warning System and 
Radar were used principally to aid the ground control of fighters. For a 

time the was unable to aid the ground control of fighters 
because of the opposition of the pilots who insisted on free-lance fighting .. 
Pip equipment, when·shown the pilots, broke this resistance and 

the trend towards ground control of fighters. Interdepartmental intrigue 
and difficulties retarded th~ German organization for radar defense. 
Moelders and Galland won, a stormy conference in Russia to improve inter
ception by radar control,and thereby cut down lossese 

of 

had a constant struggle to obtain the technical improve
carrying on the high-frequency war. Until 1937 he and his 

had been allowed to keep in close contact with the radio industry 
that, Field Marshal Milsch strict'.cy" 

through his organization, the 
about HF ae did G8ring. 

thought S.S. engineered, 
by Telefunken., 

a great opponent 
organization 



with 
regiment 

of Martini. Gering 
with the Technisches Amt 

19410 Martini secured his 

had the task of conducting experiments 
the technical and tactical requirements 

equipment industry could not 

At the end of 1941, it obvious that the radio industry did not 
to achieve the military requirements. Realizing the 

in the high-frequency war, Martini offered the industry 
15,000 from the Signal Arm. The crisis in Russia prevented 
more than BOOO men from being released, and the propess reversed. Thus the 
best being sent from industry to the Russian front, while 
less coming home and required about a year to be trained. 

F 

'l'he constant demand for countermeasures strained the radio industry" 
The Kothen experimental regiment finally had to schedule all alterations to 
existing equipment .. Freyas had been ordered with two wave-bands but.were 
delivered with one@ Modifications enabled them to keep operational. 

were experienced with FuG-16. The signals organ
ization asked Technisches Amt to have the apparatus constructed with 100 
two-way chann~ls, but through a misunderstanding it was produced with 100 
one-way channels Industrialists considered that they could not produce the 
apparatus the required frequency band for about two years. 

The to the mass production of the German IFF, FuG-25a, 
at an early date was attributed by the General to the weakness of his re
lation with the Technisches Amt. He was first shown the apparatus in Septem
ber 19390 He requested that 2000-3000 be produced and was told that an 
order for 30,000 had been placed, when in actuality no order had been placed 
by the Tecl:misches Amt. 

In 1942, someone told Gering that the signals organization 
had failed to develop the Panorama radar search apparatus. G8ring rebuked 
Y...artini and appointed Oberst Kneemeyer as his wireless and navigation officer, 
and put an end to 1s special function in HF developmentse 

The production of a German Panorama apparatus was delayed largely be-
cause at the of the war tests were unsuccessful, an~-afte:l?'Wards 
the radio it to satisfy other more urgent demand~. The 
first panorama which was put up to the west of Berlin would not work and 
was shelved. At the beginning of 1943, Martini tried to expedite its de-
velopment and months were consumed in unsuccessful experiments. 

The 
Gerneral 
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waves. 
it was indus-

suddenly appointed 
in the summer 

on expediting some 60 
dissatisfied with 

Benito and but the to use Beni t .. o 
had been up was until 1944 when the small remaining 

force cross-checked with both systems. British.Gee 
:ment was 1941.. who was in the habit of cursing the 

organization, was particularly vehement when he heard that a British 
had been captured with a final apparatus on board which was superior 

to any German equipment. Telefunken had developed a similar apparatus before 
the but the Technisches Amt vetoed it under the ruling halting all pro-

which would not be complete by the end of 1940. 

A jamming was built in 1945 for jamming all frequencies, but was 
not camouflaged and was destroyed immediately by air force attack* 

H2S jamming was unsuccessful, as little of the captured equipment could 
be put in working order. 

of the development of German night fighter defenses, General 
that Kammhuber did not at first appreciate the value of radar. 

He had an excellent pilot •s record but no technical background.. For that 
reason he organized the well-known Kammhuber searchlight belt defending the 

approaches to the Hheich. 

Martini sent him aircraft reporting companies to man the Wurzburg 
Kammhuber began studying the high-frequency picture and 

of the value of ground radar, which he proceeded to incorporate 
in his network .. 

G6ring again became incensed at Martini for wanting to maintain the 
observer corps to spot low flying aircraft. Kammhuber was transferred to 

the time of appointment of a new General Staff, and Martini was 
to be shelved.. Martini insisted so vigorously that his organization not 

split up that he was * 

knew nothing of the principles of night fighting, and when 
and corrected his dissertations, refused to have anything 

to do with them,. 

'fhe use of at Hamburg in the summer of 1943 did 
Tests had been conducted, and a two page 

handed to G5ring pointing out the dangero G3ring was so upset that 
ordered the document destroyed and steps taken to prevent the enemy se-· 

the discovery. were impossible with Window for fear 
would be picked up by civilians and talk circulated back to the enemy@ 

the on for lack of countermeasures when 
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factors. First, the Technisches Amt, which was 
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launching aircraft0 
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On Equipment 

were partners in a joint declaration of policy and 
which in actuality was never practiced. The strategic 

tactics were never correlated and planned as 
through the Allied Forces Headquarters, and Allied 

Inasmuch as· was considered to be an extremely weak ally and 
possibly subject to quick defeat in the Pacific, little information con
cerning radar and infrared devices was handed out by the Germans at the 
beginning of the alliance. Replies to Japanese inquries through military 
attaches in Berlin were purposely vague and useless. '!'his policy was modi
fied slightly in 1943, but visiting Japanese experts on tours were never 
shown anything that the Germans did not suspect the allies already knew. 

In November 1943 the tfapanese Government asked for closer collab.oration 
with n;anufacturing tnformation of V\furzburg and Freya equipments. Japanese 
exferts were given information on antijamming equipment for the above devices, 
with blueprints and several Gen.an industrial technicians. 

'lhe majority of Ja1.anese contacts appear to have teen maintained in 
limited official and industrial circ11=:.s, having been based to a great extent 
on prewar industrial connections and academic scientific collaborationL 

A later report issued in December 191-J4 showed that Japanese firms were 
carrying on developments at 80, 25, and 20 cm, on the basis of German in
formation. Mass production on German specifications had not begun as data 
on individual parts was missing. The Japanese were short on specialists 
and laboratory test· equipment, and little was known of production technique 
for tubes in regions suitable for pulse technique. 

Later in 1944 as the outcome of the European war became more obvious, 
an order from Hitler was issued to the effect that all development and re
search results were to be forwarded to Japan. .Microfilms of all research 
projects and notes on allied equipment were made and forwarded. The Germans 
were very interested in Japanese theory on wave-guides and magnetrons and 
considered their items superior to the Germari magnetrons and wave-guide. 

Germany had extreme difficulty in magnetron construction due to the 
shortage of cobalt for high strength magnets; whereas Japan had an ample 
su~ply. The Japanese were vitally .interested in sea reconnaissance equip
ment and- tactics, and antiradar paint.s. A liaison party left by submarine 
for Japan but was captured before , thu~ der!jTing the Japanese the 
latest information •. 
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Part III 

The German 

The German 11y11 undertook to furnish information on aircraft 
dispositions, air activity, and long range plans by monitoring all enemy 

Shortly after the beginning of the war valuable service was rendered 
in fighter control and defensive ac-tivities of the Luftwaffe,. 

The uyn Service began shortly before the invasion of Poland with 
the formation of a mobile intercept company which was stationed at Schlechau 
on the west frontier of Poland. As econd company was added after the begin
ning of the Polish invasion. 

The company's equipment consisted of four receivers, three D/F trucks 
for long and medium waves, three transmitter vans each fitted with a small 
plotting room and a communications section. The total operating personnel 
numbered some 90 persons. 

The companies were to intercept messages and thereby,determine the lo
cations of the Polish Air Force bases. Bearings were obtained by coordina
ting the readings of the southerly reception points with those of the 
northern company. Interpreters were available for any telephone signals 
being monitored. 'I'he functions of the plotting room did not go beyond a broad 
differentiation according to type of aircraft the real evaluation being done 
at Headquarters, Luftwaffe, from daily reports. 

At the commencement of the German invasion of Poland plotting was cen
tralized at Deutschkrone and urgent messages were sent to Berlin over .Rheich 
Post Office lines. Later, every station was equipped with teleprinters. 

The companies moved to Bromberg on the 20th of September. They were to 
determine whether any Polish radio traffic w~s still being carried on, after 
which they were put to monitoring .the Russian Air Force in Russian occupied 
Poland. Training went on during the winter of 1939-40. 

The units withdrew in March 1940 to prepare for the Western offensive 
and for reorganization into battalions. Each battalion was attached to a 
Luftwaffe (Air Force). It also supplied the tactical air force with radio 
information for tactical purposes. This dual functioning was to result in 
a certain amount of friction, as the Battalion Commander tended to concen
trate on tactical information with its more immediate and tangible results 
rather than on the strategic aspect .. 

Employment of Interpreters 

English speaking interpreters were used to monitor all British E/T 
transmissions. Results were not encouraging as pilot radio discipline 
was excellent,and the German VHF receivers were still in an elementary stage .. 

The •y11 Service continued to expand as the conquered areas and combat 
theatres grew. Installations and companies poured into Scandinavia, the 
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maintained a satisfactory record of losses with this process. 

The use of Window in 1943 was the first 
measure, and completely .upset the GAF night fighters and 
for GCI interception. It marked the beginning of a fluid 
tinued to the end of the war. 

In early 1944 the Germans' expectation of an invasion in the West 
them to increase fighter defenses in France, including the setting up of 
modified night fighter, organization. 
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2. 

contact 
with immediate observations for 
formation was to these 

contact. 

3. 
the a 

time is limited. Coordination with antiaircraft 

4. Close-~''J''-'"-' 
GCI stations with 
bera. This method 
Close control was 
flights, etc. 

c. 

The following control evolved: 

bom
raids. 
weather 

1. method 
of night for con-
trolling one or two aircraft within a limited area. ~ese sites are 
with two Wurzburg and one Freya. operations one follows the 
night fighter and the other follows the hostile. The plots from Wurz-
burgs are projected on a map on a glass jlate of the plotting (Seaburg) table 
in the form of moving spots or red and green light. The the 
relative positions to the night fighter via VHF R/T. 
complex and vulnerable to jamming. 

2. The Benito Control. The Benito system provides 
the range aircra~ carrying the 
fication of the VHF FuG-16 for 42 R/T). The Benito 
susceptible to the same types of jamming as the 
longer range and it provides automatic IFF. It remains the most successfUl 
and widely used of plotting night 

beacon. 
back to 
measure a 

The principle of the Benito system is that the aircra~ carries a 
The airborne retransmits the modulation of the station 

the ground station. The ground station DF'a the retransmission and 
the phase difference, thus calculating range and 

Benito was added to moat of the GCI 
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Fig. 6 - Filter 
Grove, De:nw~rK 
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7 -
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Showing Flu.ks Plotting Table, 
Controller. View from Right. 

Skorping, Denmark. 
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The in operatine; nrocf~ntrr 
followed the Allied to 
plotted by the Benito equipment. 
control of , especially on the 

an.a. 
continuously 
and tactical 

3. ;mso:n Control. Egon control on plott ine; the aircraft 
(Airborne IFFJresponee to the transmission or Beacon t1Pe 

operation. The method of operation is similar to and there are simi-
lar advantages. However, the was convinced that British night fighters had 
a homine; use on FuGe25a, Egon was lone; delayed its introduc-
tion. 

4. The Bernhardine Control. Thia is a relatively new of night-
fighter control and was little used. It can provide both navigational aid 
(by means of beacons) and a raid coJil!Ilentary. The is in the form 

. of coded pulse groups which are transmitted by an airborne receiver to :me
chanical indicator commands or a teletype message. 

Ordinary R/T was used for fighter-direction instructions. Jammine; force 
chane;ed to W/T and then to pulse transmission. These coded pulses are dis
played on a cathode ray tube in the aircraft.. The display of the tube 
has a circular sweep divided into 10 sections, numbered :from 0 to 9. The 
blip normally shows opposite O, but when a signal is beine; eet, it moves to a 
position opposite one of the other numbers. Numbers 1-3 are usually used to 
indicate which aircraft is to ob~y the order, with the other numbers giving 
course corrections or the bombine; signal. 

5. The Rm:mi;ag Commentary Control. This involves a raid summary with 
detailed plots for nee by controlled and :free-lance fighters. The runnine; 
commentary is subject to paralysis by lone; ranee jmmnine; of all radar stations 
and D.F. facilities. 

It will be seen :from the f oregoine; general account that there has been 
no lack of ine;enuity and no sparine; of effort on the part of the GAF in its 
attempt to :master the night bomber. Little :material on the complex and ever 
chane;ine; R/T communication service has been included in this survey. The 
"·Pre-Window phase" was marked by the development of an organization tn>ically 
German in conception, large-scale, ingenious, standardized and tidy in form, 
and capable of beine; worked out in advance down to the e:malleet detail. It 
is no.wonder that the GCI phase of night-fighter defense afforded the gl'eateet 
scope for the powers of the GAF. 

The use of Window began a new phase in which the Allies and the GAF strove 
continuously to achieve decisive superiority by means of ever new tactics and 
technical equipment. The maintenance of superiority of the night bomber dur
ine; the second phase, in view of the GAF's effort to destroy it, was clearly 
:made possible only by a comparable effort on the Allied aide. 

D. The German Radar Syate~ 

The possibilities of radar were first generally realized by the German 
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stations 
be into four 
tore, while C and D were for 

Station Type A 

is the o:f the German cha.in and is known as 

of 
and 150 milea :for 

range accuracy with no 

The 
well as 

on 2.5 m (119-128 Aw::if'>""'""'.J 

can detect 

Station Type B 

a horizon
to a 
about 90 

bearing and 1 

to Type A, which can measure height as 

The feature of the Wurzburg is a paraboloid which resembles 
a large electric heater dish. The paraboloid is mounted on a trolley and can 
be S'WU.Dg in all directions, vertically aa well a.a horizontally. It transmits 
a 10° beam on 550-580 megacycles, yielding a range of 25 miles. The 
Freya by means of i ta wider beam and greater range first picks up the target 1 

and when the latter is at sufficiently close range the Wurzburg provides pre
cise tracking. 

Control 

The plots of Freya stations are passed to a regional control which 
is supplied with previous inf'ormation on movement of all German aircraft with-
in its area. A once identified as hostile, is allotted to the station 
beet placed to follow it. Close liaison is maintained between the flak organj
zation, the observer corps and the radar network. Communication is by land
line and W /T. 

Station Tn>e C 
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the 

..,.uc~..1..u of radar 
Obeer-

aweeps radar use in 
of which had been transferred to 

Of 

detection 
to widely 

and Wurz
etat1ons using 

A of IFF 
fl ~. a GCI :method, which 

optical conversion board, 
of the position of air-

within 25 miles of the coast and almost all high 
to distances of 75-80 miles from the coast was 

One station for every four miles along 
Frontier to Cape Frehel was 

per mile. 

, which works on a wavelength of 80 
of approaching the enemy's coast. 

closely resembling the Freya. 

a fixed long-range aircraft reporting used in 
with ranges up to 125 miles. It operates on a wave

and backward-looking array. Electri
was used to cover a 1200 sector on each array. 
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8 - Exterior View of Giant Wurtzburg with Freya Attachment. 
Skorping, Denmark. · 
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Fig. 9 • Towers ot Sea Elephant 
H.ansted, Denmark .. 
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of Giant Wa.~~se:rms1n 
Vorupor, Denmark. 
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11 - Sea Elephant Antenna. 
Romo, Denmark. 
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Fig. 12 - Mammut, Close-Up of Antenna. 
Hansted, Denmark. 
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13 - Mammut, Front View. 
Hansted, Denmark. 
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Fig. 14 - Off Selsyn. 
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Fig. 15 - P. I. Tube of Tum-Freya. 
Ringkobing, Denmark. 
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Fig. 16 • CR 
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Control Room. Shows 
Skorping, ue.IJwiaii: 
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18 - KF-12, Lorenz, 
Band Pass, Oscillator, Modulator 

Grove, Denmark. 
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Chimney equipment was made in three types. The cylinder type 
biggest of all German radar sets. It measures to 125 

miles or more., bearing and height, and operates on a f'requency of 2.4 m. The 
base of the is a large concrete block at one end of which is fixed 
a steel cylinder. A tall tubular steel cylinder 8 ft in diameter and 130 ft 
or more high is set in the lower steel cylinder and rotates in it. The great 
aerial 120 ft high and 62 ft wide, is to the column and rotates 
with it. The Girder Chimney was a similar equipment with a cabin built into 
the rotating antenna. The Box Chimney consists of a square section box girder 
which supports the aerial array. This girder is 16 ft square and nearly 120 
ft high. A square cabin ls built into the rotating frame and the antenna array 
is 32 ft wide and 165 ft high. 

Wurzburg. The Wurzburg is a small mobile unit which measures range to 
25 miles, bearing and elevation, and is used principally to provide heights 

· in the aircraft reporting service for flak control. It is also used occasional
ly for searchlight control, and for ship-watching. Its wavelength is 53 cm. 
It has a 10 ft diam sheet metal paraboloid reflector with a rotating displaced 
center antenna for conical scanning. The Giant Wurzburg measures range up.to 
50 miles as well as bearing and height, and operates on 53 cm. It has been 
supplied in large numbers for GCI purposes, equipped with a Seeburg (Optical 
Plot Converter). The paraboloid is 24 ft in diameter and is mounted on 
trunnions resting on either and of a pivoted cabin. 

Station Installations 

Aircraft Reporting stations usually han a formal allotment of two Freyae 
and one Wurzburg fairly close together. The sides were well camouflaged and 
located either on the coast or an elevated position inland. 

Coastwatching stations consisted of Coaetwatcher of Wurzburg, and were 
usually established on old French navy signals stations. 

GCI Stations were built to the most standardized pattern, each station 
having two Giant Wurzburgs, one Freya, a T-Shape Control Hut and often two of 
the smaller Benito fighter-control systems. They performed the dual function 
of aircraft reporting and GCI. 

The stations were usually fairly well camouflaged and defended by anti
aircraft and special weapons units. Communications were primarily by land 
line with emergency radio links permitting two-way communication between the 
filter center and the station. 

A typical ground radar.center was located near Rheims, France, and served 
as a GCI and early warning station with the control center at Vouziers. 

The equipment consisted of two Wurzburgs and a Freya. 

Each equipment installation was surrounded by barbed wire and protected 
by three machine gun nests connected by trenches. Arms were supplied for the 
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room to 

,ammunition bunkers were Practice 
were held a~er Bruneval, 

were in communic~tion .with one another, the 
in Rheims over the air force telephone net, 

communication with night-fighter fields 
Direct communication from the control 

The room of the Wurzburg contained three CRT's. One tube showed 
the direction of the target, another the altitude, and "the third the distance 
of the target. :Before each CRT an operator was seated, reading the values 
and controlling i!he position of a cursor which moved on ~he Seeburg optical 
converter. Three other operators relayed this information to the control center. 

The Wurzburg used the split-lobing method of .height finding with displaced 
echo which were lined up for equal height before the height angle was 
read from the antenna diaplace~ent c0ntrol. 

E. 

The German night fighters had been operating with radar search equipment 
knovn as Lichenstein FuG-202, but this was rendered inoperative in the fall 
of 1943 by the use of Window by the Allies. 

The Lichenstein was withdrawn due to its vulnerability to jamming and the 
drawback of limited search difficulty. Wild Sau (Wild Sow) or free-lance tac
tics were adopted with homing equipment for use on bombers having operating 
radar sets. A change in frequency and aerial structure led to the SN2 air
borne radar which was extensively used. 

Naxoa was relatively unaffected by Window as was .AN2. In both cases the 
operators found that Window lost altitude, while the aircraft blip remained 
stationary giving a positive means of differentiation .. 

Naxos was first built for homing on H2S and subsequently e:x;panded to H2X 
homing frequencies. By the end of January, 1944, the fighter groups were com
pletely equipped with Na.:xos homing equipment and SN2 wide-angle search pulse 
radar equipment. 

These u;nits became known as '"Center of Gravity Units" as the two groups 
were immediately shifted to the center of an incoming raid as soon as the raid 
bearing was accurately determined. 

The Na:xos aerial is housed in a ple:xiglas dome known as 11cheese dish cover" 
which was some 40-50 cm in diameter and protruded about 25~30 cm above the 
top of the fuselage, approximately midway between the tail unit and the trailing 
edge of the wings. 

The aerial proper consists of two metal sheath cylindrical units, each 
about 12 cm high and 5 cm in diameter. The cylinders are about 10 to 15 cm 
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them is horizontal rod.to the center of is fastened 
in turn is to small electric motor. array 

a shovel screen which rotated with it. 

consisted of a 12 cm cathode ray tube. When the 
is on a circular trace appears near the of the 

, and when aircra~ H2S are within Na:xos range a series of dote 
appear , the of the dots the of the H2S aircra~. 

In an operation the ~/T the height of. the bomber stream 
the and closes the height given. They 
well below the outer cone of the enemy H2S set, as the Luftwaffe found 

in tests at Wernauchen on allied H2S equipment that a directly 
under the H2S aircraft gave a shadow on the screen. 

fighter the receiver, is diminished until. 
the fills the entire circular irace of the cathode ray tube, indi-
cat is directly beneath its target. The target ia then attacke..,d 
with upward firing guns named by the code word 0 Scharge Music 1

' (Oblique Misic). 
Trouble was had with a gun.sight for these guns, but Zeiss and Messchermitt 

· evolved a Revi sight which is lit from behind and attached to 'the roof of the 
cockpit slightly above the pilot's 

An officer PW stated that in his opinion the most successful evasive 
maneuver to escape the night-fighter visual contact was a steep right
hand diving turn, resulting in the pilot of the night fighter losing visual 
contact. 

Ger.man night fighters were instructed to fly to ground beacons where they 
orbited until precise interception instructions were given. Aircraft were in
structed to fly to the beacon where they received the height of the bomber stream 
from the beacon transmission. 

F German Air 

Throughout the course of the war, the general standard of German naviga
tional training was undoubtedly inferior to that of the Allies. A simple form 
of D/R navigation was taught, but navigators track plotted only, and.relied 
on W/T aids, in partieular ppsitioning by means of loop fixes, as the main 
basis for their navigation. · 

During the early part of the war extensive use was made of.Knickbein and 
other beam systems, but later that form of navigational aid gave way to the 

control system (better known by the Allied code word Benito) and Egon-. 
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lines. 

in the field of 
of this 

The :fear of Allied countermeasures was much to the fore 
two and and effort to 

which if possible 
in the minds of 

that equipment should 
in 

von Randel claims to have proposed 
to build it at an 

Berlin, Because , the small 
in 

limited 
funds and few aircraft, it had 

There was a of rotating beacons between 1937 and 1939. Dora was a 
simple rotating beacon operating on 6 megacycles which was later discarded. 
In parallel with the von Handel development, Dr. Plendl at Rachlin.was working 
on a beacon in which the direction of the aerials was indicated.by 
the frequency of a tone whose frequency was varied continously throughout the 

of rotation. It called for a very precise frequency bridge apparatus in 
the aircraft, and was dropped in 1939 on these grounds. 

After the war started there were apparently conflicting navigational aid 
requirements put to the scientists by General Martini. The Luftwaffe wanted 
an accurate long-range navigational system available to all aircraft simul
taneously. .At the same time they required a superaccurate bombing aid which 
could select individual targets, Goering did not want '~oxes" at all. Work 
on these different methods was proceeding .under Handel and Plendl at the navi
gation centers. 

The following table briefly summarizes the G.AF navigational systems in 
use or in the development stage at V~E Day. 
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LMIDE
FUNK
FEUER 
L1l'F 
(land 
radio. 

beacon) 
ZTICLOP 
(UKW) 

a. p o 
at 6000 m 

b. Range -~ J,..~~,-
ent on. 
altitude 

a.Up to 100 km 
at 6000 m 

b.Ranse depend
ent on 
altitude 

a.No 
'b.No night 

b 

a.Up to 450 km a.No disturbance a.By 1nterkeying 
at 6000 m b.No night a very powerful 

b.Range depend- effect transmitter ml!l3 

±1.7 km 
b. :!: 7 km 

error v1th 
cross 

a. :!: 
b. :!: 

c. :t 

a. 1 ::r: 1 
b. 4 :J: 4 at 250 

a. width 
(equisignal) 

6 wide at 
100 km 

J:quieignal width :t 0.5° 
a. 1 wide 
b. 4 km vide 

ent on alti- blot out dot or 
dash zones 

~~iii\":-1:~t;.u:d~e=-~~=--t;".1~';tt";;+.1:;;;;:;;;:;~b.Poseible~~__,;._~~~1"'!:'7-=-~~~!:"""'JE' •KNICKE- a.Up to 400 km a.No d anoe a.Possible by inter Equ s w te.3 
RB;~·') at 5000 m b .No night keying as in a. 600 m wide 

{vAn b.Range depend- effect ZIKLOP b.3000 mwide 
ent on b.Poss1ble 
altitude 

a.Up to 200 
km at 4000 m 

b.Range depend
ent on 
altitude 
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a.No disturbance 
b.No night 

effect 
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a.Possible by air-
borne · 

b .Possible by 
Jammins 
tion ground 
station 

a. :t 8.5 km at 100 km 
b. :t 17 at 200 km 



a.Up to 200 
km at 

b 
m 

on 
altitude 

a.Up to 600 
km a.t 6000 
m 

b.Range de
pendent on 
altitude. 

a.No 
b.No night 

effect 

a.No disturbance 
b.No night 

effect 

a.Up to 500 a.No disturbance 
BAIDUR km a.t 600 m b.No night 
(UIDI) b de-

SONNE 
(Long 
wave) 

KO MET 
(Short 
wave) 

TRUBE 
(UIDI 
pulse 

pendent on 
altitude 

a.Overland up a.Atmospherics 
to 1200 km decrease a.c-
up to 1500 curate range 
km over wa.t- b.O:nly condi-
er (Gros- tionally use-
zsonne 300 ful at night 
km. more) or dusk 

b.Range not 
dependent on 
altitude 

a.Up to 3000 a.No disturbance 
km. depend- b.No disturbance 
ent on Special print-
altitude Ing display 

b.Independ-
ent of 

.Up to 600 a.No disturbance 
km at ()OOO b.No night 
m eff e'ct 

.Dependent 
on altitude 
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a.Possible by air
borne 

b.Possible by jam-. 
ground sta

tion location & 
with special air-
borne ipment 

a.Possible with 
very powerful 
transmitters 

b.Only possible 
with special 
airborne gear 
and 

a.Only possible 
with beamed trans
missient powerful 
transmitters 

b.Only with special 
airborne gear and 

a.Possible with 
powerf 'Ql jammers 
or "Bell Senders" 

b.Possible knoWing 
ground station 
positions and 
with spe~ial 
maps 

a.Hardly possible 
b.Only vith ape-

oial airborne 
sets 

a.Possible with 
numbers of 
ground etations 

b.Poeaible only 
with special maps 

· a. t 3 . 5 km. at 
100 km 

, b. ± 7 km at 
200 km. 

\ a. & b . Error 
rectangle 
:t 150 m at 
500 km 

a. & b. Not 
pendent on 

± 100 m 

Equisignal 
t o.;0 

a.± 500 m. 
b.i: 5 km 

Day: :.1:· 1/4° Night ±2° 
at 3000 km; range, day * 13 km; night 100 km. 

Error Rb.om.bus 3x3 km 
at 15° angle of inter
sect ion at 600 m. 
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Fig. 20 - High Top Loaded 
Agerholm, Denmark 
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GAF maintained careful monitoring services on functions of the iono
from which daily reports were prepared for dissemination. 

Incomplete information is available on this equipment and The 
is based on interrogation of a captured wireless opera.tor. 

Si:x ionoepher;e survey stations operated by an experimentt;il company 
from the Electronics Experimental Center at Koethem. Two types of apparatus 
we: .. ·e used. 

The first apparatus consisted of a 2 kw pulse-modulated transmitter op
erating on 2-10 megacycles with a cathode ray tube representation. 

There are two CRT displays: one from which a continuous record of the 
height, width, and position on the sweep returns from the E, Fl, and F2 layers, 
and the PW states that occasionally as many a.a lOF layer returns have appeared, 
especially in the evenings when working on a frequency of 7-8 megacycles. The 
second CRT is photographed by a camera. for a film record .. 

The film and observer notes were daily condensed and teleprinted to the 
headquarters of the W/T information service of the Wermacht at Voslau, near 
Vienna. 

:H. ~rman Aircraft Radio Equipment 

German aircraft radio equipment has been developed along ~ertain defi
nite lines,'the chief characteristics of which are as follows: Technically, 
the radio design is sound but not highly advanced, but the mechanical design 
shows great skHl and proficiency though it is sometimes expensive and heavy. 
Standardization of components has been achieved to a lar.ge extent, sets being 
built by the extensive use of complex magnesium alloy die castings. This 
enables the necessary stability to be obtained without employing crystal con
trol which is rarely used. All important units are readily detachable from 
their mounting frames for servicing, replacements, etc, connections being 
made through multipoint plugs and sockets. All of the equipment is supplied 
with current from 24 v generators driven off the main aircraft supply. 

At the commencement of hostilities, most German single-engine operational 
planes were equipped with the FuG-7 or 7a, which ia now obsolete. This trans
mitter had a power output of seven watts using oscillator, modulator and puah
pull P.A. 

The multiengined aircraft installation is the FuG-10 short wave T::x and 
Rx. This equipment covers from 300-600 and 3000-6000 kc for voice, tone, CW 
reception and transmission with pulse tr~smission provided on the long wave 
band for D/F. The power output of the T:x is 65 w from two parallel P.A. 
stages driven by a thermal-compensated master oscillator. 

The receiver is an eight tube superhet of high performance with no AVC. 
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low 
throughout 

Rx have adjust
toge-ther with 

continu-

with height being about 
the 

.. 
The sensitivity is such 

of four microvolts an adequate output to standard headphones 
such that the output is reduced 1000 times 

is used with the FuG-16Z 
giving visual indication of course. 

motors are used for purpose, one indicating right aid left and one 
indicating that the receiver is operating properly. This equipment was used 
for night bombing by FW-190 1s at various intervalse 

The Peilgerat 4 is an type D/F apparatus using a 
giving aural and visual bearings over a frequency band 

cycles and 400-2000 kilocycles. It now obsolescent. 

tube AVC equipped 
165-400 kilo-

The Perilgerat 
on the Ju-S7 Stuka. 

5 is a simpler apparatus with a fixed loop which was used 
The metal cored aerial loop is fitted in a recess on top 

of the fuselage, the 
paint on the inside of 
cation. A.utomatic D/F 

aerial consisting of a number of lines of metallic 
the plexiglas cover, and can be used for normal communi
or manual D/F control is available. 

Funklandegerat l is the standard blind-approach apparatus and is used in 
conjunction with Lorenz equipment for aural and visual left-right and 
glide-path indications. It covers from 2e.5 to 35 m~gacycles. A straight 
R/F amplifier, detector and two IF stages are used The 38 megacycles marker 
beacon feeds into the second IF 

Fttnklandergerat 2 had a much more sensitive receiver, ai.d the freq-
uency coverage is from megacycles. The marker beacon receiver is unaltered. 
The is built up on a casting edentical with that of the FuG-16 
Rx with one standard pentode tube in use 
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L Control 

this method of !JO,,,CQ,U in the autumn 
determination at 

the range and 
the necessary 

used for norma.l 
Benito Bomber Control, 'but a_oes not 

The fighter 
is a modification 

is similar to that of 
the use of a beam. 

station transmits on carrier in the 40. 4-
42. band modulated a 
this and retransmits the modulation 

The aircraft set recei~ee 
frequencies in the 

38.4 .~. band, less than the ground trans-
mitt 

The aircraft transmission is received at the ground station, and the 
difference of the 3000 notes and the received is 

meastLred, From this the range of the aircraft cen be determined. The bea.r-
o:f a.ircraft is found D/F in the aircraft s at the ground ataticn ... 

Besides the 3000 cycle modulation, the transmission from the ground carries 
the traffic a.'s well as carrying air-to-ground R/T. It is not neces-

to switch off the modulation while R/T in progress. 

Benito plotting from the medium range sites can be carried out up 200 km 
or more, but is probably normally, confined to a range of 150 km. 

The FuG-l6Z introduced a constant phase delay between the received and 
transmitted note and this has to be allowed for at the ground station by ad
justing the zero of the range scale. 

Two methods of delay measurement were used; the Siemens and the Rechlin. 
latter 1s less accurate, but operationally simplified. 

In the Siemens method the feeder to the Tx aerial is trapped and the 
3000 cycle modulation passes through a phase shifter to the X plates of a 
cathode ray tube. The 3000 cycle base is fed to the Y plates. Since 
these two modulations are usual out of phase, the result 
will be elliptical tracee shifter is now adjusted until the trace 

a straight upwards from to right. They are then 
phase shift can be read in terms of range from the phase shift

accuracy of 50-100 me 

a 
and transformed 

voltage is fed the CRT grid 
the a~propriate point on 

and bright 
keying clock 

be taken 10-20 sec~ 
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to the 
fed to the Y plates 

is passed to a pulse 
3000 but 1/100 the duration. 

causing the bright spot to appear at 
The circular scale is graduated 
opposite the appropriate range 

Rechlin unit enabling readings to 

D/F array used0 It consists 
centers mounted at the corners of a 



are 
were 

room and the control 
the D/F station 

stations. 

r. Plots 
Additional 

Benito was used to control fi thro~gh a equipped 
with proper , aircraft which shadowed Allied raids, night fight-
ers the bomber and 

Egnon Control 

Egnon was first used by in the r.ebruary 1944 
It was used for the control of jet-propelled in 
fields. The equipment for Egnon Control consists 
ground station and an (the Freya IFF Set) in the 

the 

The Freya is driven by an extremely stable master oscillator at 500 cps. 
This oscillator provides a to which all other processes such as trans-
mission and reception of are transferred by a calibrated phase shift-
er known as a Messkit. The Freya displayed the radar echo on one trace and 
illlr:lediately below on a second trace displayed the IFF echo. Three tubes were 
used, coarse (0-220 km), fine, and superfine. Precision ranging is carried 
out anj the third tube and a calibrated phase shifter is tuned to align the 
echo with a reference mark on the third tube,. The phase shifter is calibrated 
in steps of So m from 0-200 km; its accuracy is at least one part in 1000 under 
operation conditions,. The Tx pulse is aligned to zero by ·turning the phase 
s~if ter to zero and aligning the Tx pulse to the reference mark by a shifter 
in the keying line to the transmitter~ Bearings are observed from a tube which 
has a vertical trace with fast time base; the split is presented as right and 
left deflections,. 

Benito and Egnon Fighter Control 

The FuG-25a aircraft recognition set is a pulse repeated set of 300-400 w 
peak power, interrogated by signB;ls between about 123 and 128 megacycles and 
replying usually on about 156 megacycles (tuning limited between 148-162 mega
cycles). It is coded by a cam rotating at 35 :rpm which, with no key inserted, 
gives a 300 ft signal and 60 ft off. With the coding key, resembling a large 
Yale key, inserted, the signal is additionally interrupted in any of 10 sectors 
of 30 ft to make a single letter worse characteristics. Keys for two charac
teristics can be inserted and either characteristic chosen by a switch. The 
modulation of the signal is that of the interrogating transmission except that: 
(1) the pulses a're very short (1/3 microsecond), and (2) there is an addi
tional modulation due to the frequency sweep of the Fu0-25a receiver. The sig
nal strength required for interrogation is about 500 microvolts or more on the 
50 ohm feeder. Within ranges of 100 km or so, the Freya will receive a 
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room. 
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the hostile and radar and Egnon 
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The ional Beacon 

The G.AF attem:pted development of a beam bombing system similar to 
British G€e after the fiasco encountered with the British jamming of Knickbien 
during the Battle of Britain. Erika is allied to G22 and is to pro-
vide target pin pointing in a similar manner to the other known types of :navi
gational aid such as Knickbien. The claimed advantage ia that-there is no 
s beam on which the aircraft must when attacking a target, and there-
fore the from enemy tactics is obviated. 

The Erika is by two stations, each 
of a line of six transmitter pylons. These pylons operate in groups of two, 
and each group produces respectively coarse, intermediate, and fine zones. 
An airborne automatic receiver having three dials indicates the aircraft posi
tion. The crew is briefed as to the coarse, intermediate and fine zone loca
tion of the target.· 

The sites consisted of a iine of six transmitter pylons spaced at inter
vals of 46.5 m, 18.27 m, 27.2 m, 27.24 m and 124.45 m,in that order. Under 
each pylon was a small transmitter bunker with control bunkers underground 
some 3 km distant. 

Each pylon carries an aerial array which is a twin vertical concentric 
tube system carried in insulated rubber mountings, which are positioned by 
plastic rods. A similar back array is used as a reflector. The vertical 
aerial and reflector systems were divided into six sections, each section 
consisting of an inner brass rod surrounded by and insulated from an outer 
aluminum tube, with cross-strapped electrical connections. 

The transmitter was equipped with three dials for coarse, intermediate 
and fine settings. These readings were ma.de according to position of the 
target, and were eventually repeated in the aircraft when over the target. . . 

An ancillary navigational aid known, as Dora was used to check the lobe 
pattern calibration of the Erika. Dora was a 1.5 kw rotating beacon located 
in Western and Southern Europe. 

J. The German Decimeter Relay Networ~ 

An auxilliary radio communication operating 400-500 :megacycles 
was installed between December 1940 and February 1942 in and the 
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Type SE54231 Lorenz. 
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The first experimental network was set up on December 1940 between Paris 
and Wiesbaden with extensions in France, Belgium ahd Holland.. This network was 
moved to the Russian Front in July 1941. 

The first network in Russia was extended from Gracow to Lemberg in 
Galicia, Poland. It required seven stations and. two termination stations. 
The network wa.s finally extended to Kiev. A new network was built from Rome 
to Sicily in May 1943. Motorized stations for mobile shifting were a novel 
inception. 

Equipment 

The high frequency relay R/T stations operated on one of six to eight 
channels located between 55 and 60 megacycles. The maximum possible range 
was 120 km with of 140 km. For undistorted clear operation the 
stations should be spaced 30-40 km apart to avoid dead spots and critical 
frequencies. 

Relay stations were assigned channels in such a way that no cross-talk 
or interference was encountered. Each relay station has :four antennas, two 
for receiving and two for transmitting. These antennas are composed of light 
wooden boxes 1.2 m square and 25 cm wide. The antenna is located, mounted, 
or a few feet off the ground. 

A major portion of all trouble experienced was in frequency stability, 
as the frequency drifted continually especially in variable weather. The 
signal usually dropped about three to four in the morning, and. again when 
evening set in. A strong hiss was heard continually when operating over large 
spans of water and heavy forest land. Over open farmlands the sig-noise ratio 
was very low. Once some water entered the antenna box and a pronounced hiss
ing noise was noticed. 

The power output of the T-x varies from 1. 5-2 w and. is bel'l1Il.ed in a 60 ft 
pattern. The Tx-Rx audiosection and switchboard for telephone connection .is 
housed in one box, 1 m x 50 cm. When the station is installed, the antenna 
is oriented both on transmission and reception and locked in position. 

At the location of each unit, a base plate complete with terminal box 
is solidly attached to the aircraft structure. On this base plate there is 
a flexible mounted frame shaped to receive the unit, which is provided with 
spring contacts. The contacts on the unit fit quickly and surely into the 
base power plug. It is expensive in man-hours, but might be more than balanced 
by serviceability and freedom from trouble. 

The German circuit design has developed along independent lines. Few 
linear timber bases were used, the FuG 200 and 216 having exponential sweeps, 
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FuG-214 having circular sweeps. Range markers were not introduced until 
later equipments manufactured in 1944. 

Master oscillators together with frequency division are used to develop 
the correct PRF. Superhet and superregenerative receivers are used in most 
airborne radars with the superregenerative confined to early lower frequency 
designs. 
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PART V 

Centimeter and Electronic Research in the GAF 

Centimeter research in the German Air Force in 1939 at the beginning 
of the war, was on about the same level as that of the Allies. By 1941, 
the Allies were far ahead, and in 1943 Germany found herself hopelessly 
behind in the centimeter field. 

Why and how did this condition arise? The answer to this question 
includes many factors and circumstances. German planners equipped their 
nilitary forces with very good equipment in terms of the state of the 
radio art in 1938-1940. The swift succession of military victories failed 
·to indicate the need for continued research in untapped field.a such as 
microwaves. Since the tactical requirements were not established, the 
incentive did not exist. 

The German High Command was so confident that victory wa.s at hand 
that all research and development, except in the fields of jet propulsion 
and atomics were halted or curtailed in 1941 and no projects established 
which -would not be completed by this time. This short-term limitation 
excluded much long-term thinking or planning, and cha.rmeled the develop
ment program into improvement of existing equipment. 

When the Russian fiasco and. the growing power of the Allies jolted 
Germany into consciousness of the need for further research to maintain 
her position, the situation had reversed and the Allies were calling the 
turn. German industry and military forces were faced with a shortage of 
manpower and the requirement to keep modifying e~isting equipment to over
come Allied jamming and countermeasures. The high-priority demand.a for 
defensive weapons prevented any large-scale and unified research, develop
ment or tactical implementation of centimeter equipment. Again, many 
isolated research groups performed e~eriments and originated theories of 
use to the Allies. 

Centimeter research centered in government laboratories under the 
direction of Dr. Esau, large companies such as Telefunken, AE~, etc. 
The PhilHps Company at Eindhoven worked on selected. projects which were 
farmed out to its facilities. The Ernest Lecher Institute for high 
frequency, Radio Munich, Rode and. Swarz, the FFO, Rheichpost, the RPF 
and other laboratories participated in e. joint research program. The 
Munich area was a virtual electronic redoubt with many of the importan-f 
electronic laboratories functioning in this area. 
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• Series 

of British 
that both 

of display and 
pointing, due 

that namual in German eguip-
should be upped from 10 kw to 100 kw 
and that a reflector dipole should be 

radar sets were developed for the dual purpose of provid- / 
for bomber aircraft and forward looking A.I.· for single-

seat Tail requirements were e,stablished in the GAF as 
· a result of night bomber losses to British night fighters in raids during 

1940-42 over ~i'~~·<hL''~ 

Af3V set development was attempted but discarded due to the 
limited range of km. year later when the tail warning requirement arose 
and the Germans became aware of British A.I., their rejected ABV development 

to the function of tail and redesignated Neptune (FuG-216). 
As the include forward looking A.I. and wide band fre-

The aerials 
edge of the 

t.he equipment numbered four, FuG-216-FuG-219. 

used were large fishbone Yagi antennas mounted on the lead
for forward looking, or the trailing edge for backward 

precise location of the target bearing was the usual looking. for 
method, with search by a wide-angle coverage when not on lobing. 

The FuG-218 was developed as a result of the indicated need for alter
native frequencies to avoid jamming. Six separate frequencies were avail
able. This equipment was made in some 8-10 variations for various A.I. 
functions, 360° coverage, using Yagi aerials installed above, 
below, and to the sides of the aircraft, Me-262 interceptor use, and a special 
100 kw transmitter for target fixing. 

D. GAF IFF 

Flak IFF' 

Before the war radar had been confined to an aid to flak with no reali-
zation of its in early functions. After early warning 
equipment had been the problem of identification of friendly planes 
by early installations was solved satisfactorily but flak identifi-
cation was and time devoted. to remedies. 
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By 1944, the American Bomber Force able to bomb Berlin 
light with insignificant losses by as :flak fell into dis 
repute as a defensive weapon among GAF and 
then became so vital to Rheich defenses that IFG 
as a clear picture of the enemy bomber 
confusion with German fighters. 

In 1939 a Lorenz equipment was intended for fire 
proved faulty was replaced by a Wurzburg equipment. IFF 
afforded by the FuG-25a which received the 50 cm 

went all outi 
vG.LU<::l'U. Vi th out 

facilities were 

casted a Morse identification signal which was heard in the 
phones. This gave no range indication and consequently was 

, and broad
operator 1 s head
of little value. 

In 1939 the FuG-25a which reradiated the 
and an order for 3000 was placed, which became 
tion at high levels in the GAF. 

When jamming forced the shifting of Freyas from frequency 
to multifrequencies, the FuG-25a which swept a wide-frequency band became 
standard. 

FuG-25a was used. for GCI, early warning, flak and Egnon fighter direc
tion. The FuG-25a was also known by the code name Erstling. In 1945 a new 
version known as Erstling-rot was developed in which the retransmitted Morse 
code symbols were broken by a six-second interval in which the ground radar 
swept the reporting area and :received IFF signals which were displayed at the 
proper point . 

Early Warning IFF 

Two wavelengths were set up together with the FuG-25a IFF for use 
the early warning stations. The alternative frequency was to be used in 
case of Allied jamming of IFF channels, but as the jamming never mater1al1 
zed only one was ~used. 

The introduction of PPI reporting stations in 1944 demanded a vu•~~;~ 
in IFF equipment, as the Morse signal system would not give IFF display. 
A temporary correction mentioned above was the six-second break between 
Morse signals. A new equipment, the NeulungJ similar to the SCR-695, was 
designed, but never became operational. 

The FuG-226 (Neulung) was to provide: (1) continuous display of IFF 
on all PPI radar equipments, and (2) twelve alternative interrogation 
channels. 

It was felt that the alternative channels would provide freedom from 
jamming paralysis and would rednce the clutter on the by eli.mj_nating 
the spurious IFF from sets interrogated by nearby stations. 
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I. Equipment. 

radar lagged far behind 
Com.munieations, GAF, stated that 

1942, failed to produce a 
that function. 

start partially to the control system 
ground 'lhe Allied margin 

after the lesson had been learned. 

following ideal requirements for 

360° in azimuth and ~80° to -40° in elevation 
8 - 10 miles. 
Narrow beam with automatic scanning and con
tinuous display. 

same tube as azimuth. 

tiring cannon 

360° azimuth scan is not possible, at 
He felt that upward firing cannon are 

the surface. 

Berlin Ai-rbome 9 cm search 
as an upward A.I. search equipment. 
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type 
and 
appointed 
Me:-262 

The GAF to 
Four sets of arrays were 
the aircraft. The dipoles 
The installations 
after one 

gram was 

out 
antenna ..,...,,,WJ ...... 

and a design for the 

an Freya early set. 
above, below, and to the sides of 

were shortened by the use of leading coils. 
in twenty D0-217 1s,but were abandoned soon 

a pro-
as as ground 

frequencies and provisions made radars :would be 
for turning off 
used for homing 

to enable the receiver to be 
on the jamming transmitter. 

Doppler effect would not be used against Window as the airoorne 
~requirement was to distinguish between stationary targets and 
fast-moving Window. 

Nine cm H2S was discovered by the Germans in January 1943. 
Equipment was first captured in July 1943. The aerman 11yn listening 
service heard a Mosquito being veered to a target aircraft vihich the 
Mosquito reported friendly. The two aircraft were reported to have 
crashed in the sea later. Nothing was thought about the situation 
unt~l a radio message from British sources was intercepted directing 
two agents France to destroy some of the equipment in the crashed 
planes. The Germans moved quickly and secured the parts of the new 
British Mark VIII 

H.. The Berlin 

Fu0-224 

The FuG-224 was placed under development in 1944 by the GAF and 
Navy after capture Allied Panoramic radar equipment. The code name 
Berl covered various modifications for wide-spread uses. The infor-
mation contained in the following from a manual issued 
by Radio School Number 8, Fermeldtechnik, Detmold. 
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1. conditions. 

rotating at 400 rpm .. 
is 10°-120 in azimuth 
a six-rod antenna and a 

for mounting in aircraft, 
antenna modifications to fit 

paraboloid above or below the 
was used in the GAF. 

set very closely resembled Allied 
ma,izm:n;z~on vras not tuneable, but consisted 

acts as an 
slits • A m""~".,,"" 

was used with a power loss of 

The cavities are reamed out of 
anode and connects with the inner 

field strength of 1600 gauss 
15 kw usable power. 

I. 

The follol'ling briefly summarized the types of equipment used in the 
GAF as taught at a German school 

1. 

2 .. 

and ~arning Devices. 

SN2, , Flensburg, Bernardine, FuG-10, FuG-162Y, FuG-25.A., 
Peilgerat 6 (Radio Compass). 

Service 

Long 

Class Site: 3 , 1 Wasserman, Jagdschloss, 
l ~reya with AN, 2 Wurzburg Riese, 
Seeburg, Observation Posts • 

. Class Site: 1 Freya, 2 Wilrzburg Riesden; Seeburg, 
Observation Post. 

of Radar Equipment. 

Freya, Was1ermm\, Yamut, 
Wasserman, Freya Fahrstudl. 
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good., 
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b. 
c. 
d. 

2 • 

.3 0 

4. 

a., 
b. 

The German 

the 

Stendal A, B, C, Goldammer, Wurzlaus, Nurnberg, Staunus. 

Features 

systems used in standard airborne radars caused 
mph. The electrical efficiency and gain was very 

Great care was taken to see that the units were very compact. Tte 
method of building the radar into the aircraft is an interesting example 
of ue:rman technique. 

Centimeter research centered in government laboratories under the 
direction of Dr. Esau, and large companies such as Telefunken, AF.G, etc. 
The Phillips Gompany at Eindhoven worked on selected projects which were 
farmed out to its facilities., The Ernst Lecher Institute for High Fre
quency, Radio Munich, Rode and Schwarz, the FFO, Rheichpost Installation, 
the GAF Radio Research Station, Physics Institute at Erlangen, Germany, 
the RPF and other laboratories participated in a joint research program .. 
The Munich area was a virtual electronic redoubt with m;llly of the impor
tant electronic laboratories functioning in this area. 

Centimetric Development in the Luftwaffe 

Research was concentrated on tunable centimeter tubes for jammers. 
Experimentation progressed on magnetrons as well as velocity modulation 
tub.es with only 11promising results.-" In late 1944, it was hoped to have 
two tubes ready operating on a wave length of 3.15 cm, tunable over 2-.3 mm 
with a power of 30-50 wand an on-off pulse ratio of 1:10. 
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Fig. 28 - Magnetron and Crystal Detector for lorfe Zwilling 
Centimeter Receiver in #2 Tower. 

Tamariske, Denmark. 
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made to grow 
quartz and 

quartz circulated 
characteristics were good but the process was expensive 
Dr. Rudolph Hilsch, Dean of the University of Erlangen, stated that Dr. 

of Cottigen Physics Institute had worked on thin of 
aade by evaporation high vacuum. The layers were amorphous as shovm by 

diffraction. Detector effect occurred only when the 
than 10-4 cm. Suitable crystal size could be achieved 

kw arc in a high vacuum with 5 mm spacing between electrodes. 
field crystal research lay in low-temperature semiconductors0 

attention had been devoted to research on crystal detectors 

Dr. Hilsch illustrated the relation between scientists and the 
Wehnnacht early in the war. Although an outstanding scientist, he was 
.drafted into the Wehrmacht as a private early in the war and spent the 
majority of his time on KP. Hilsch later returned to his low-temperature 
work and continued his study of the transition point from ordinary con
ductivity to superconductivity. CUS, he found, becomes superconductive 
at 1 7° Niobium Nitrite had a transition point of 250°!, which is . 
abnonnally high. Dr. Hilsch also acted as a go-b~tween for the U.S. 
Army and city. surrendered the city to the American army 

German commander had been shot in the back by fanatics who refused 
to surrender., 

De Electron 

Development had been carried out on two types of multipliers at the 
Dienstelle. The Weiss plane grid construction and a system of succession 
plates were developed by Zorykin. Electrostatic control of the beam was 
used. The Weiss type had been used only with photocathodes, while the 
Zworykin type had been developed to use both photo and thermionic cathodes. 
It was found the photocathode yielded to 1000-hr life as against 200-hr 
for the the:rminonic. 

Silver magnesium alloy second emitter surfaces used contained about 
1-3% magnesium. Ten to fifteen stages with an average gain of 3% stage 
(current gain) were used. Gains of 15 per stage .had been recorded. 

E., Wave Guides 

The German wave guide theory was fully advanced, but little prac
tical application was evident. Wave guides were used in s::> me of the 
centimetric equipment designed from captured Allied equipment, but l'lere 
not as efficient as that of the Allies. 
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An knoMl as 11Wind Hund" was reported by Director for 
HF Research Wolfersdorf as follows: The Wind Hund detects 
by the exhaust gas charge by: (l) measuring the surplus charge by 
one polarity; and (2) measuring the space charge density by a con
denser. The first measuring procedure uses a static voltmeter. The 
second procedure used a condenser; a high DC voltage was placed across 
the condenser plates, and the DC current was measured. To give sen
sitivity, a 100 cycle AC wave was placed across the. condenser. The 
charge then modulated this, a differentiating circuit which 
measured the mean deviation. 

An alternative method directed cm waves against the exhaust 
gases, and a scanning antenna picked them up. wtudies in the fre
quency, type of reflection, etc., were concluded. 

War and Uses 

The development of television techniques and components was rather 
well conducted in Germany, with outstanding results in the field of 
cathode ray tubes. This was especially true in cathode ray tub:!s used 
for radar display. 

Germany, as is com1non knowledge, occupied a prominent position in 
early television and was among the leaders in prewar television. As in 
other fields, she was among the first to see the military application 
and take practical steps accordingly. 

Television had to be used for military purposes in the following cases: 

1. For quick transmission of PP! pictures of planes in the air 
obtained from :radar sets. 

a. From the to headquarters and airfields. 

b. From radar directly to fighter planes 

2. As an eye for guided missiles. 

a. Tanlrn 

Glide 

c,, Shells 
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The guided missile and V weapon development program 
the demand for television sontrols in 1943 and.1944. Typical equip-
ment were 250 line, 25 picture systems built use the V-2. 

The Ferdinand and 6o-ton tanks were experimentally equipped with 
a television scanner, a relay equi:pment and radio control equipment 
and were controlled frcm a properly equipped command post. 

Military television work began in Berlin in 1936 at the post 
Dienstelle which in 1944 moved to Rheichpost, AA.CH, Germany. Four 
hundred forty-one (441) line 25 picture, 50 frame per second system 
was then in use. Future work was directed toward the development of a 
1000 line picture transmitted in the 200 m/c band. A light house type 
triode oscillator was used to achieve 45 watts at 40% efficiency at 
30 cm wl th 18 watts at 15 cm... A second future project was the develop
ment of an ultra small television camera and transmitter for use in the 
AA rocket. 

Television radar was attempted by Dr. Wendt 1 s theoretical depart
ment at Telefunken. An H2X magnetron was used with a mirror of l meter 
aperture with its focal plane scanned by a rotati~g dipole and the tele
vision screen showing of the field of view. The system was eventually 
discarded. 

Guided Missile Television 

The development of television controls for guided missiles as be
gun in 1940-41 by Dr. ileiss in collaboration with the firm Fernseh A.G. 
Two (2) television systems were developed. The K-11 was in production 
for use in the Hs-293 air-to-ship missile and the K-12 had been fully 
developed for us9 in HS-117 ground anti-aircraft missile and as a 
universal television head. 

The K-11 is a 37-tube television camera weighing 70 lb., and spe-· 
cifically designed for mounting in the nose of an H: -29JD. The device 
is intended to detect a 10,000 ton ship at 10 kilometers. 

Tecnnically, the set has certain notable features. An antimony 
caesium super-iconoscope with an f J.5 objective is used. The eye 
is made to look in the direction of the air tract of the missile by 
means of tilting prism drive.n by a wind vane. 

The K-11 operated on 24 volts DC, driving a standard 500 cycle 
rotary converter. The transmitter yielded 15 ~~tts on a wavelength of 
50-70 centimeters with a 3 m/c band width. Positive modulation with a 
200 line, 50 picture per second scan was the standard. ' 
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by transmi 
last a 

j 
his 

ineffective 

Holland were nsed ex
electronic com

informa tion on 

worked on a Luftwaffe 
of 100 longitudinal 

The Phillips engineers considered 100 g to be 
were made and due to lack of testing equi;pment 

tested by Dr. Thyle in Cologne Eight hundred g tubes 

The German requirement for normal rec:eiving tubes was 10 g. This 
value is normal for military equipment. 

appears to be the only European organization capable of 
man;.ifacturing acorn tubes Acorns were given a high priority by the 
Germans in the middle of 1944. 

in 

The Germans conslJ.med 30,000,000 tubes per year according to Phillips 
engineers They assigned a hi percentage of the tube praduction to 
Phillips, but the company failed to meet even a minor portion of the re
quirement through 11 s1::iw-down tactics", also used to dehiy other developrr:ent 
and production programs within the organization. 

K lforiulator 

The Germans a mod~lator developed which would have a time 
,. lag variation less than 10-9 sec0 The prr)posed solution used an 11 igni tron, '1 

the electrode of which co:isists of a glass tube filled with mercury 
dipping into the main mercury pool. 'Ihe trigger pulse initiates the dis

by capacity reaction through the glass dielectric A 10 kv control 
impulse gives a time la~ of less than 10-7 sec. Almost any value of current 
can be obtRined, 40-100 amp being quite practicable$ 

Long afterglow screens had been considered in 1939 by the Luftwaffe 
and discarded to the wishes of certain development people When 
All.Led PPI were discovered, renewer} interest arose., 
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metal seals 
very greatly 

to th'3 

batter .• es 
41i batteries vri th 

104 

up to were 

cathode 
which 

the need 

stated that a condenser micro
amplifying stages instead of 

were combined to enable 
ceramics. The resulting rotors 

The reduction of the A~~ 
to be u~ed in generatin~ 

effect upon cesse
high-frequency 

ranging from about 
the metal 

ze or dissolve :into the pro-
which the high-frequency currents 

In seals, the metals ox-
istance skin It 

gold-·>lated seals showed 
seals heated and 

of vacuu.'11 

five other 500,000 
A-mt with all entries marked wt th 

to firing, 
three 



the 

of 
the entire frequency 

The tech-

enemy also delivered the awaited blow-
against our ""'''"""""'''"' 
of the new sys 
compared with the 

duces. 

that 

•1The 
papers, etc., 
unsuccessful. 
be 

The 
suf'ficient 
to countermeasures 
closing of the 
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sets both on the air. evaluation 
This, however, 

be 

of 
enemy might stop using Window if 

means of such as radios, news-
the opinion that his m3asures are rather 
RAF believed that German defense .could 

the of strips of paper •@••••••• 
at such cheap measures since it 

stm dard jamming equip-
daily information on jamming 

has been previously discussed; 
an emergency arose and frantic efforts 

and mounted in tempo until the very 
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29 - Jammer Station, Geige Antenna. 
Grove, Denmark. 
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The technical 

1 

2 Issuance of a 

3. 

4. 
Two· 

Tast Laus 
L7nmedia tely 

mmring 
· is utilized 

jamming 

A 2 base 
summation and the constant 
to prevent the appearance of 

j 

and 

all 

in the chains was the 
These were developed in 

of Windowe 

as the base 
of th.;:i main transmitter ..... ..,,.,..,.,.,'"' 
from station by 

A 30 
with the 10e2 
640 megacycle 
upon the main 
transmission 

signal fed into the Tast 
to produce 40 2 megacycles. 

where it is mixed 
This is combined with 

for a net of 600-2 which 
to 



speed 
first and second 

through Window oy the 
due to nropeller modulation 

of in the vertical 
antenna. A scanning 
and d~rived a modulation 

ope~rator as an audio note 
when an aircra.ft was 

here 

German countermeasures on have been discussed in 
elsewhere in this therefore limited discussion will be given 

communications was conducted by signals 
all higher headquarters and research 

equipments W'cre developed and te..ctics planned in con
defensive operations. 

The German jamming was not as thorough in the closi~g days of 
the war as in the years when such instances as the Scharnhorst and 
Gneisenaus escape through the Fnglish Channel W8r8 aided by jam:ning~ 

An development was 11 Jamming Village~ 11 These centers 
were scattered arc·und Germany and eq11ipp'0 d with the latest types of search 
receivers for all frequencies. Jamming equipment was centralized herA and 
contact with air defo.nse centers installed. 

When developed, q:J.ick analysis of th-3 R/T and radar 
determined an:i a barrage jamming defense laid down. 'l'hese 

the de measures taken for German defense iNith 
centralize weapons :iemanding minh1urn equipment with the 

tactical yield. 

jamming equipment made use of Allied jamrr:ing transmissions for 
their own pur9oses Homing equipment for D/F' on these jammers has already 

and should be referred to. The Allied jam"'ling signal was 
the Allied crews to suspect their Oll\'n equipment. 
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serve to 
Window 

The 

K-Laue 

tically on the indicator in the 

with the and 
radars in the 

made audible and range measurement 
K-Laus direction 

to the 

It was found that the 
modula.tion was 100%, 

If the transmitter 
v11l tage of the second detecto 

·200 echoes and 
echoes; those with a radial 
phase shift is with'a 
bas 0 t,h of range, 

the 1\lurenberg 
was advocated 

is changed into an amplitude modulation whose 
upon the radial In 

the Doeppler tone is fil te out end used for 
range measur0 ments 
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;. 
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a:nd auto"' 

tones 

JL""""'"'"' mixer which is 
and ends with 

of the mixer 
self-noise of 

ctional and 
to 100 

upper and lower 

adjust the of Channel 
by a pp lying the two 

Channel 1-2. The two microsecond 
obtained through the comparison 

bring the zeroing meter 

the 

2 to that of 

the two 
to center 

that a variable width un
enables variable target searching while the 

l and 2 on a is 

the jamming 
in currents, etc., which would 
between high velocity aircraft and low 



on 

A device 
around the hull 
was successful 
exists that this 

violet 

cancel the reradia
insulation 

of the submarine were 



means are visualized which 
the world radar 

carried the discussion 
the success of the A~erican 

the enemy (which are charac
the numerical superiority of material 

at our disposal and the 
to us determine our own high

as ses sment; of our own 

system used the conduct of 
to the high-frequency war. 

for a time 
be carried out as. a matter of 

9 especially if one is on the 

the tha~, at the moment, no 
completa freedom from jarmning to 

and stop-gap measures are only temporary, 
they are detected by the enemy, all 

visualized for antijamming reach the operators 
If a long period of experimentation 

they come operation, the possibility must be 
measures may have been superseded by the time of operational 

and new issues, and the si~ultaneous opera~ 
types of imposes a heavy burden on 



on a ·wave 

radar 

in the 

interest was shown in protective radar 
all branches of the the navy. 

Germany, headed 
submarines in 

correct development had 
practical usage had been made The navy had 
the as two 
layer known as 11 Alberich 11 

The be high for from 
The Germans tried 
conductivity 
tuned dipoles to 

from nets 

iron filings, but the resulting 
The next method tried was that of 

These were sus
constant 

attempts at obtaining a "bla ckn 
Admiral 11 A proposed method o:f 
submarine signal was sent out from an antenna 
trailing behind a water level was considered. A second 
ship with a antenna at the water level received a signal if a sub-
marine was lured to come in contact with the radio waves 
along the top of the water through the "skin 11 



transmission 
craft and 

the 
surface of the ocean. 

Uv!JVU~v~ on the root 

transmission mounted 
te rmiila tad vd th 

only 

space. 
an infinite maxi!num 
of the outer 
air space was 100,000 

zero ohms at the metal 

and ferric sulphide was beiilg 
wi:th a gi~en ratio of the ferrous 

was a harped rubber grid with 
rubber and iron powder. T;1is re-

the value. Water film 
the entire absorptive treatment, 

coul1 be located at range of 20 km 
found 50% of the radiated 

the boat. Underwater exhausts 
the conning tower was sprayed with water. 

a collection of conce'pts 
a ground station for air-

weather or night fighting. 

applied by the GAF following the 
radio channels by Allied jamming in 1943. 

in the following paragraphs w~re all used 
standard. 



which 
This 
the 

FuG-138 ( 
the transmission 

Bernardine-Bernard 

consists of a normal airborne radio 
via another airborne station. 

means of the 
a visual indicator. 

so that each sector means 

works with the FuG-25 and achieves 
.fi'uG-25 by means of Morse Code. 

Command-Transmission 

This new GAF navigational system a:1pears to be fairly 
well developed, although its operational use was first limited. As already 
indicated, th~ Allied jamming of German VHF £ighter-control channels played 
havoc with the vi.hich was largely locked to ground con-
trol. 

Bernardine was the 
r~ach the pilot through 

devised to enable ground information to 
jamming. 'l'he two main components are Bernard, 

the ground transmitter, and , the aircraft in~tallation. 

operate on 32 of the 34 spot 
function. The Bernardine translated the 

The Bernard ground 
quencies free for their 
received signals into a continuous bearing on the Bernard station. At 
the present time, it 
altitude, and strength of the 
is printed once per minute on 
by a teleprinter device. 

a running commentary on the location, course, 
enemy bomber forces. All of this information 
a continuous teletype tape in the aircraft, 

The paper tape travels in a 16in. slot from left to right as the data 
is printed. The commentary is printed as a ~roup of 10 characters including 
crosses which make the beginning and tne end of the message. If the message 
is of greater length than 10 characters, printing is continued in the next 
10 sec interval. A standard vocabulary is used. A recognition letter 
from the beacon is printed beside the scale marks every 20°. The bearing 
accuracy is roughly 50. 

The later equipment, the F'uG-139, used coded pulse sequences consisting 
of one microsecond pulse in varying spaces and pulse widths to actuate a 
pulse counter w~ich cJntrolled a mech'llical indicator. This mechanical 
indicator rese:nbled a ship engine room telegraph, and had 36 basic commands 
printed beside the swinging pointer. Commands and directions for inter
ce.Jtion and control were phrased in these comJn.ands, and the vernier caused 
to 11 spell 11 out the message. 
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Fig. Jl - Rectifier for Bernhard Equipment. 
Hundborg, Denmark. 
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Each transmitted symbol is scanned and sent out fr·,1n the ground 
transmitter by m8anS of Lmpulses. These impulses were not ~adiated 
unchanged, but were phase delayed in varying amounts which were also present 
in the receiver. Each pulse was broken into four like-sized pulses. In 
turn, each of these four pulses dissolved into three like-sized im-
pulses equally spaced. This spacing forms the coding rhythm. 

A time-delay network with seven delay units is arbitrarily chosen. 
The three previously mentioned peaks coming in with uneven spacing travel 
through the seven step tirne-delay network, and cause the teleprinter to 
print it at the receiving equipment, where the same timing rhythm of the 
peak is reestablished. 'l'he input tube of the receiver, which has one of 
each of the three pulses fed from the delay net to its grid, conducts only 
when the three pulses coincide. This arrangement gives gr~at freedom from 
a single interfering signal, even when these are ten ti1Pes the amplitude of 
the ved signal. 

The system appears to partially fulfill the chief requisites of a 
night-f'ightet navigational system, simplicity, accuracy, sec,1rity and 
freedom from jamming. The idea of passing a night-fighter commentary along 
with navigational information is unique, except that it has been done for 
some time with radio beacon transmissions. 

The Germans evidently attached great importance to command-transmission 
development, the (\avy listing 10 projects, the army 21, and the air forces 
JO projects. 

P. Airborne 

The Kursk-koppler Automatic Navigator 

The Kursk-koppler was an automatic navigator which provided a D/R 
plot by recording: (1) the distance trav~led along the intended track, 
and (2) the distance deviated to right or left of that track. It allows 
for all alterations of course and speed, the latter factor being relayed 
from a true air speed indicator which is compensated for height and tem
perature. The calcul2.ted wind is fed in through a two-component settin;;. 

For descriptive purposes, it might be said that this equipment 
quite closely resembles in function and layout various automatic navi
gators developed by the ATSC or the electronic GPI computer AN/APA-44, 
which was designed for µse with radar bomb'ing equipments. No radio links 
had been applied to the Kursk-koupler as far as is lmown. 
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Q. vs. British 

A rather thorough evaluation program for contrasting German and British 
radio components has been established for some time, and the following surun
ary is included for reference purposes. 

The German compon1:?nts compared to British components in the following 
resoects: 

l. The German die castings wsre produced with extreme accuracy, and 
those produced by different manufacturers and in different years are en
tirely interchangeable. Once employed, the system lacked adaptability. 
A feature of the German production system was the extensive use of sub
assemblies which, in event of breakdown, could be removed and r<'!turned to 
a central maintenance section for skilled servicing. 

2. Tropicalization of components was not consistently carried out. 
There appeared to be two classes of finishing, very $OOd, and very bad. 

,3. German condensers were, on the whole, superior in size, workman
ship, and dielectric. l'he insulation resistance, powsr factor, and capa
citance stood up very well under test. Thin metal foils ranging from 8 
to 30 microns were standard. A JO% increas 0 in capacity for size was gained 
by using an i:nproved chlorinated napthalene as an impregnant. The capa.-
ci tors passed the temperature requirements of -60 to -70°C with flying 
colors. 

A metallized paper which does not utilize the normal paper and metal 
foil interleaf was manufactured by Bosch. A metal film four microns thick 
(aluminum) was then subjected to high voltage stress which caused the weak 
spots to form aluminum oxide which is an insulator. 

A CUerman .05 Uf condenser of 750 v DC working voltage had a volume of 
approximately 2.7 cc as compared to a 7.5 cc volume for a .02 Uf condenser 
of British make. 

In view of the great advantages of hermatically sealed capacitors, and 
the fact that production of glass-to-metal seals and ceramic-to-metal seals 
is a relatively new industry in this country, the German technique of seals 
seems quite valuable. 

German resistors were of an inferior grade in most cases with few 
potentiometers in use. Very few carbon rod r2sistors were used, wire 
wound and vitrous resistors being most common. 

~elay wire insulation sleeving and rectifiers showed no outstanding 
signs of superiority over British design. An interesting point was the 
average weight of 1-3/4 oz for a Uerman rectifier as compared with 5-3/4 
oz for an equivalent British design. 
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German used •in both 
sistor bases, and boards 

trends. 

condensers, insulators, 
~nd perhaps valuable 

German vs. American UHF 

1941 indicated that German tank 
the German ck Transmitter 
Sky Champion in performance. 

The was at R6 at a distance of 25 miles 
in open desert and 15 miles through hilly or wooded country, as compared to 
6 miles for the Champion. 

The Sky Champion to be unstable over its UHF band 'Which wa.s 
considered to be due to bad oscillator design. The set noise of the Champion 
lra.S inherently worse. 

R. German 

Proximity fuse develoµnent in Germany was proceeding at a fast pacP-, 
but none reached the operational stage before the end of the due to 
various retarding factors. 

The German Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe and Kriegmarine, issued orders for 
development and research upon some 14 different types of proximity fuses. 
These were for shells, rockets, guided missiles and bombs. The develop
ment was centered at Phillips, Rheinmetal-Borsig, Elac, Deutsche Waffen 
and Munitions Fabric. Telefunken also participated in the proximity ruse 
development. The FFO and FILM were the government agencies most active in 
the proximity fuse program. 

Proximity fuses were developed working on the following principles: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 

Radar 6. 
Radio 7. 
Condenser time 8. 
Condenser proximity 9. 
Condenser impact 10. 

11. Infrared 

Photoelectric 
Vibrating reed 
Dust charge 
Electromagnetic proximity 
Acoustic proxi.ini ty 

Proximity fuse development began in 1941, and was greatly expanded in 1943 
when the German dev~lopment program was accelerated. 
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Fuse for Antiaircraft Rockets 
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Fig .. 
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The big feature German proximity fuse devAlppment the 
and vari~ty of projects, over a dozen in 1945, a reduction from the 36 
of 1944. No model was service, one was in production, and two or 
three were mass production at the end of the war0 

The is more or less standardized, using a 1-2-3-4 
electrode glow tube with condensers, resistors and a squib Energy is 
receivAd from a precharged condenser. The firing circuit used in all 
proximity fuses followed from the development in 1935 of an electrical 
time fuse. This has proved so successful that when the work on proximity 
fuses began, a well-proven firing circuit was on hand. 

Fox 

The radio proximity fuse is based on thA effr:cct produced on the 
oscillation amplitude of a weakly oscillating transmitter by the reaction 
of the radiation resistance of its antenna. 

A small transmitting tube in an oscillatory detecting circuit is 
fairly tightly coupled to the antenna through a condenser. When a re
flector is placed in the antenna radiation field, the reflected energy 
C()mbined with the radiated energy is in a positive or negative sense 
according to bias, and hence controls the plate current of the tube. 
This change in current is detected and fed to a sensitive relay which 
trips at a given point. 

Production began in March to replace the more complex Kakadu, but did 
not reach the operational stage. 

Shortly after the first of January 1945, the Phillips Plant, Aachen, 
Germany, was requested to aid in the development of a fuse for antiper
sonnel rockets. An acoustic homing device had successfully passed ac
celeration tests to 800 g. This project was uncompleted at V-E Day. 

Proximity Fuses and Homing Devices 

Gla'.ienbeck considered active homing devices quite unsuitable for 
rockets, because of the space and weight required by the transmitter. 
An active homing device using pulsed radiation suffers from the J.ifficulty 
that there is a nearest distance from th8 target from where the target 
did not respond. 

An acoustic ground proximity fuse using Doeppler effect was developed 
for bombs, the dropping speed of which was less than the speed of sound, 
but the lagging Gerrr,an offensive air power delayed its completion. 
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Dr. Rinck an a.caustic altimeter which made it possible to 
have a projectile .follow the ground at a distance of 5-25 ft. 

The 11 Trichter 11 was a defense directed at low-flying aircraft. 
Artificial targets were erected with automatic fuses. Difficulty was 
encountered with birds and the like, demanding a sound apparatus having 
its greatest sensitivity at the characteristic frequency of the plane 
propellers. 

Thfl most successful deYelopments in the proximity fuse field were 
Kakadu, Fox, Kugelblitz and Marabu. 

Kakadu 

The Kakadu apparatus is a high-frequency electromagnetically operated 
proximity fuse developed by the Donaulandische Apparatus Gellschaft of 
Wien. 

The fuse used the Doeppler principle with separate receivUlg and 
transmitting circuits for the purpose of increasing ant~jamming character
istics. The range of action was adjustable and had a maximum value of 25 m. 

A folded dipole arrangement feeding into a tuned capacity chamber was 
used. The antenna radiation had side lobes, and was considered suitable for 
use against aircraft. 

An order for 20,000 was placed early in 1945, and 3000 had been pro
duced by V-E Day. 

For firing purposes, energy was obtained from a precharged condenser, 
which was charged from the gun circuit or aircraft supply. 

Active and passive proximity types were under development. The passive 
type wherein the fuse homes on radiation emitted by the target was preferred 
and most highly developed. 

Dr. Frederich Gladenbeck was the guiding influence for th'9 proxlm.ity 
fuse program. Gladenbeck was supervisor of proximity fuse development in the 
Reichsforschungsrat and also head of the .iK'.7'.M Committee in the SpeP-r Pro
duction ~Kinistry, thereby hav ~ ng control ov~r both design and production of 
the !)!'Ogram. 

The SKZM: was cr~ated under the Sp~er 11inistry and met monthly with 40 
rnemb~rs. The total ntj.mber of qualified scie~tists in the field of proxi~ity 
.fuses was estimated at 200. Dr. tlung~ and ;;~hu~hmann were Gladenbeck 1 s 
aids in carrying out top-flight planning for the program. 
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German was satisfactory, and one 
of the proxi:nity fuse used on an bomb was its si ::plicity in con.-
struction from common variety" parts. 

Doeppler principle was qni te frequently used in the equipment under 

dev~lopment. 

Summary of Proxi11i ty l•use Equi?ment 

A proximity fuse for flak rockets was under development at FFO. 
The spinning rocket side-wise p:t>otecting antenna which forms 
part of an el':lctrostatic genera tor. On approach to an aircraft which 
is always electrically charged, the sine wave generated voltage of the 
rocket increased to overcome a fixed bias of a cold catho1e gas triode, 
at 10 plus or minus 3 m fro~ the plane. Ioni%ation of ex.~aust gas from 
the rocket prevented the rocket from charging up. 

Gladenbeck favored an air-to-air rocket with acoustic homing over a 
ground-to-air rocket. This led to the development of 11doggie 11 and a later 
equipment Luchs. Trials w~re schedu i ed on the Brandes Air F:l.eld near Liepzig 
just before V-E Day. 

Pfeifenkopf was an ao:Jaratus which used an iconoscope and spiral 
scanning. It depended upon the reflection from the target proJ.ucing a 
contrast on the screen which was darker or lighter than the surroundings. 
The illumination was usually by searchlight or daylight. Max and Moritz 
depended on the interference between waves reflected from the target and 
the waves received directly from the ground station. 

High-Speed Electrical Detonators 

Several types of high-speed detona~ors w~re developed to reduce the 
time lag which occurred in the functioning of the ordinary hot-bridge 
wire type of igniter. Briefly, the design consists of a metal ca:)sule 
containing a special explosive mixture (lead orlde and colloidal silver 
included). A poi.71.ted electrode in an insuld:ting plug is held aga ~nst the 
explosive mixtur9. On the passage of the small current between the oointed 
electrode and the casing, the detonation occurs., · 

Another system utilized two electrodes in a special mixture (i·ncl d. 
KOH and lead · d ) At - u ll1g 
At 1 t d t oxi e • n(orm8l)temperature there is no Potential diffArence 
a~ :n e;~A~t ~myt. perat~:rehs ~50 C , th·.=! mixture lowers its- resistance and acts· 

·" ~ ro . <:i. eat:rng pellet or friction heat has been u;sed. 

A rocket fuse consisting of certain salts and a heabing circuit 
tripped off by the firing of the s~ell was used. The state of the salt 
could be controlled by the range find ~ er. 
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Allied experiments with German rocke·ts :indicated that ionization 
effects in the exhaust flame were pronounced on centimeter waves. 

One measurement with X band radiation ga·.re an attenuation of 25-30 
DB. A theoretical of l ~r 2 x 106 ions cc in the flame was 
mentioned. 

Difficulty was encountered with radio control of rockets from the 
ioni~ation effects. Using S band radio transmission, tests were made on 
the effect of the flame on signals. There is a definite general absorption 
and a .:nodulation of the signal greater than could be measured with the 
test equipment used. Tests also indicated the average plane was charged 
to a potential of about 101000 v. 
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PART VI 

The field of missiles was by the German milita:ry 
forces in World War II with much evidence of their success. The results would 

much more if the halt imposed on long-range development 
in 1941 had not the V-1 and V-2 program along with other projects 
until the manpower crisis and weight of the Allies made orderly, full
scale development impossible. 

The development of guided missiles was carried out by officers of the OKL, 
OEM, and ILH. The engineering was carried on by industrial fir.ms, while testing 
of developments was done jointly by industry and official research organizations. 

The first known development of a remote-control system was carried on in 
1936 by Siemens and Halske, and had as its object the guiding of bombs. It was 
stopped since there was no suitable bomb available. 

Immediately after the last war the took up Goddard's work on rocket 
propulsion and founded societies for rocket travel. The Berlin Rocket Society 
and Oberth conducted successful and theoretical calculations in 
1933 which were taken over with the society by the new GAF in 1933. 

In 1939 the Stassfurter Rudfunk Gellachaft again started developments and 
developed a gliding bomb in Peenemunde. Since the bomb was not very good, a 
new development was carried on by Dr. Max Kramer of DVL (Deutsche Versuchanstalt 
fur Luftfahit). This led to the vertical drop guided bomb (Fritz X). From 
1940 on, the development of a new guided bomb, the HS-293, was carried on by 
Herbert Wagner of the Henschel Airplane Works. 

The Stassfurter organization had produced a control radio receiver and 
transmitter (the E-2) at the end of 1939, followed by an improved model known 
as the E-30. The equipment was known as Strassburg-Kehl and was the first 
quantity production control device for bombs ordered by the GAF. 

By the end of 1940, the missiles to be controlled were coll'.q)leted and tests 
were run. The missiles were a bomb, FX, and. the HS-293 gliding missile launched 
:from aircraft. 

In 1943 plans were laid for a decimeter system of controls to com.bat 
jamming possibilities. Thia progressed rather slowly with the E230-V receiver 
being developed at the beginning of 1945. The code name for the decimeter 
system. was Kogge and it was designed to operate at a wave length of 24 cm. A 
production run of 1500 pieces of guided missile control apparatus per month 
was laid down in the fall of 191~3, with the monthly output maintained until 
late in the war. 
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to aid in 
development group for 

aid of Hms Schu.hman, Siemens 
Dr. from 

Weiss, Director of Poat Office Research, for 
there was a Control Electro-Technical 

by Dr. Juachen of Siemens, who in controlled 
Committee directed by Dr. Rottegardt of Telefunken and the 

Control Technique committee by Dr. Dr. Gladenbeck of 
AEG directed the Committee on Electrical Weapons for Broximity Fuses tind Homing 
Devices. These Commissions had the power of judging At the 
beginning of 1945 a Commission for the Breaking of Bomb Terror was set up, 
and an underground development and manufacturing area began at Nordhausen. 

The German Guided Missile PrograJij. was quite large in scope. The V-1 and 
V-2 programs along with some 4o guided missile projects, had 60 times the funds, 
20 times the personnel, and two times the period of the entire United States 

and wartime rocket and guided missile programs. 

AV-~ assembly plant at Dannenberg, Germany was making V-l's capable of 
carrying a pilot. The establishment comprised 100 buildings covering four 
square miles. It was taken over by the German Air Force in 1942 to begin the 
V weapon production program. 

Three phases of guided missile development by the Germana are discernable. 

The V-2 (A-4) program under the army was of many years standing (about 12). 
An separate development staff had apparently engineered every aspect 
of the missile in a most thorough manner, with a view to a performance not 
achieved in any other weapon of its type. 

The second phase was the antishipping offensive which produced the RS-293 
and the FX. 

The third phase was the antiaircraft defensive. Th~ guided missile was 
considered an importani weapon for countering the Allied bombing program.. 

A. Guided Missiles 

1. The first rocket for release from aircraft.against enemy airplanes was 
a modification of RS-293, the RS-293h. In addition, smaller pursuit rockets, 1. 
long, were developed. The HS-298 with a similar control to the 293 and X-4 
with similar wire control to the FX. 

The X-4 which went into production in the fall of 1944 had a range of 
about 2 km at a speed of 250 m/sec. Uncontrolled rockets could be shot... in 
salvos of 25 from a plane. 

2 • Flak Rockets • These rockets were shot from the ground and controlled 
towards the target. The first was made by Professor Wagner and Dr. Sturm in 
1941. It was refused, however, since the Air Ministry was interested only in 
offensive weapons. In 1943 with the beginning of greater Allied bombardments, the 
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b. 

d. 

All flak rockets 
coverage of the 

for 
was to be 

and the from 

fus 
A combination with 

For· the 
of rockets would have 

target would. 
reflections 

a beam-guiding procedure in which a series 
beam guide at sufficient proximity to 

automatically homed on the target through Doeppler 

3. missile wa,s a single-wing device with 
a cross-tail a factor of acceleration in which gyro-
stabilization was maximum acceleration was 9;g1 length. 3.5 m, body 

30 cm, wing span 2 tail span, l m. The rocket is built from 
metal. The body the proximity fuses with a protruding antenna, 

a propeller driven , a 70 kg powder charge and the rocket motor. The 
motor used carrier, fuel, a of several oils, 
20-30 catalysts and the Mach speed regulator. 

The total body weight was about 350 kg. The launching took place from 
a 11 gun11 by means of two rockets with powder charge (Schmidding rockets). 
Those rockets give the Schmetterling a starting acceleration of 5 g for about 
6 sec; after they burned, they are blown off. 

The ceiling is l km., destruction radius for big planes is about 20 m, 
ignition distance about 6-12 m for proximity fuse, accuracy 5 m in a distance 
of 20 km. from the firing point. 

An output of 300 pieces a month was to have started in August, 1945 and 
3000 units a month from December on. After several experiments almost all of 
the units worked. The radio control apparatus was a atandard decimeter item. 

4. was similar to Schmetterling, but larger and without 
the tail and constructed of ·wood. Its length was 1.8 m, diameter was (:f) cm, 
and wing span about 3 m. Four starting rockets with a starting weight of 
about one metric ton and 350 m/sec speed were used. The range of action was 
about 15 km. when launched from a gun having variable inclination. Proximity 
fuse and self-searching were for.seen for further development. 

5. Bheintocheter. Bheintochter development began in 1942 with a pro-
posal for a rocket of 400-400 m/sec velocity. An acceleration 
of 8 g with a powder of 150 kg was used. The rocket was steered by 
Cartesian coordinates automatic variation of the rudders in accordance 
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The rolling can be 
of a 

of action was 17 km. 

ground by control 
body. The range 

Waaser:fall. was 1.a1"blf.1AT. and most complicated of the 
similar to the A-4. Its was 8-1 m, diameter 80 cm, 

7 T and velocity.500 m/sec. 

The range of action was 18-20 km. The body had four short crossed wings 
with four fins at the tail. The fins acted as hydraulically steered rudders 
controlled· by gyroscope. The steer;lng was accomplished by Cartesian 
coordinates. Part of the rudders extend into the rocket jet to make steering 
possible from. starting. The rocket is started vertically without a gun. 

In April 1945, all developments were stopped and 50,000 workers in the 
Nordhausen factory were discharged after destroying all apparatus, drawings 
and documents. 

Wass~rfall was fired from a stationary platform of tubular construction, 
...... ~.,.., .... vi th so as to be easily transportable. The trajectory is 

straight up for the first six seconds of flight, after which it then comes 
under control of a computing system which brings the rocket into the line of 
sight as quickly as possible. The altitude is calculated at all times. 
During the. final portion of the flight, control is obtained in 11 line of 
sight" from. radar or antiaircraft, theodolites and an operator who watches 
an illuminated spot on a CRT and moves a 11 joy-stick" in ·such a way as to bring 
the spot to the intersection of two lines. 

The X-4 is a wire-controlled, rocket-propelled missile with fin stabili
zation. It is fitted with a proximity fused warhead and was developed for 
discharge from fighter aircraft against heavy bomber formations. 

The rocket rotated about its axis once per second, which simplified the 
gyro mechanism as only one gyro was required. 

A similar air-to-air rocket launched from under the wings of fighter air
craft was the R4M. It went into use in the month of March and brought down 
72 Allied bombers. Before launching it appears like a shell, but upon release 
the tail fins snap forward. 

7. Miscellaneous. In the beginning it was hoped that several planes 
might be destroyed with a single rocket. This was later proven impossible when 
it was found t'he amount of explosive seemed to have an assured destruction 
area of 70 m fo!" ~eavy bombers. Wasserfall was to have a destruction radius 
of 40 m. using pro1..iu.i,ty fuses. 

B. Guided Missile Control 

The Germans made use of many missile controls besides those previously 
discussed either on a limited operational scale or in development studies. 
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in lC/fo of missiles served to 
long wave DF stations a maximum range 
to install a VHF IFF beacon the 600 km. 

To 
ment. 

The 

a 10 cm 

11ic~ul:!l1u. on 
a maximum. of 20 m. 
few cases, at 

was 

time a was used in few 
the beam was an electro-

1. 

The radio-controlled bomb 
aud~ofrequencies. Two 
the elevation controls. 

is controlled by means of four TI?''"'"'"'"· 
control the turns; two others govern 

The controls on bombs at a cyclic rate between 5 and 
25 cps. The commands are carried out by balancing the time of fluctuation of 
one side while maintaining the of cycling. This is 
frequency modulating the paired audiocontrolling frequencies, a 
wave form of the same frequency as the fluctuation of the controls. 
square wave form is balanced, the controlling frequencies are 
equal time ratios, and the bomb maintains course. When the wave form ia 
unbalanced, time modulation caused the controls to to the 
command. 
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rather two of in 

~ ... J..k''f". type bomb. It is approximately 
about 1500 kg. It was intended to 

from an altitude of 7000 From 

A 
of 
magnes 

2. 

average accuracy was 3-5 .m, 

~e.-''Uo 0. 5 meters • 

of sound loss 
was constructed of 

and elevator control of Bomb is from an 
air driven two-axis gyroscope and two servomotors. No aileron control 

Rate gyroscopes are used to improve control in yaw and pitch. 

Level at any 

any 
gyroscope in azimuth in 
craft, a clock is 
time up to four JW.J...u.u•'l:;l;:';l 

turn of 
launching. 

by an aneroid. unit. 

obtained by monitoring the 
compass. On some air

duration at any desired 

A windmill and counter are used to the flight.by operating 
~ diving mechanism a air mileage has been traveled, the rudder 

~vator controls being locked simultaneously. 

3. Elasaes Cartesian Command 
and 

General 

the of the acceleration normal to the path of t.he rocket is 
defined by its rectangular components, and, , when the command consists 
in com.ponents to the missile, the latter must have two 
mutually paira of wings and control surfaces. When the airfoil 
controls have to be large, as will be case when the speed of the rocket is 
small, a relatively large missile weight from this requirement. Hence, 
the Cartesian system was considered only for supersonic rockets, which have 
relatively ama.ller contr@l surfaces The advantage of Cartesian coordina,tes is 
that it is not necessary to treat the point of zero acceleration as a singular 
point, inasmuch as the accuracy requirement is no greater at this point than at 
any other. Furthermore, the Cartesian Knuppel is simpler. (Ed. Note: This 
advantage, however, appears to be and presumably applies to the aero-
dynamics.) From. control standpoint, it will be apparent that every 
precaution is to give precision of command, and tha"lf the presence of a 
false command due to error when the control is at zero is as intolerable 
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as in any other An inherent error in the 
however, does not appear to cause gyration in flight as would tend to 

be the case in a polar coordinate controlled rocket 

rockets have a· great range and hfgh ceiling, clouds may intercept 
the line of sight0 Hence, the ground system so designed that radio location 
of and rocket can be used as well as the optical system. 

Description 

The system designated by the code word JUsass comprises a radar set for 
locating the target (Mannheim Riese or Ansbach, standard type), and a control 
set designated as the Rheingold (developed by Dept. EB 16 or Telefunken) con
sisting of: 

a. .t>. Klluppel (joy stick), a telescope, and oscilloscope and a chair for 
the operator,, 

b Generator for the command square 
mitter,. 

the modulator and the 

c The set for the radio location or the rocket which comprises a 3 m 
parabolic dish on the roof of the small shelter of the Rheingold. 

d. Selsyns, motors and amplifiers to control the azimuth and elevation 
of the telescope and. dish by means of the radar set mentioned above. 

Calculators for the 0orrections. 

In addition, other essentials are: rocket guns (not needed for Wasserfall), 
OP station, miscellaneous accessories (telephones, cables, etc.), and 
and facilities for final assembly and testing. 

Operational Use 

The Mannheim Riese locates the target and controlls the orientation of the 
Rheingold by means of servos. Tne Hheingold operator can observe through his 
telescope, in which the target appears as a stationary object which he en
deavors to keep covered by the missile. Or again, he may perform the same 
operation by means of radar, in which case he will endeavor to maintain the 
spot representing the rocket in the center of a cathode ray screen. In both 
cases the operation is performed by manipulating the Klluppel. The radar 
operator keeps the GP posted as to targets, and the latter orders the launch
in6 of the rocket after checking with the rocket crew. 

Electronic Controls 

The electronic controls are identical for all missiles. Square waves 
represent each command component. Each command signal (audio-frequency) is 
frequency modulated by the square waveer, and each modula,tes the high-frequenc)'.' 
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A COS 
B X SIN 

IY SIN 
f y cos 

had not been reached, 
allows for the 

l'.!laXimum command is 
:position is 

joy-stick 

lateral 
derivative 

·Thus, by 
to lateral 

aa transmitting the 
final decialon was reached because 

'became at tl;l.e 



It that 

, the command is 
necessary to carry out the 
Thia limitation is 

The 
utilizes 
shorter 
In the case 

If the roll 

values of K -.8 and 
limiters which limit the 
voltage of the 

Tubes with Mu 
base. The base should be 
period of the 25 cps 
cannot be smaller 
greater than -/-· 20 
was adopted for 
that in to 
Knuppel THYr'.S>Y"lT. 

In the case 
in series with 
of the output 
were controlled 
of time and of the 
needed to ,,"'"''"'"""•no. 

high air density. 
sired, the rudders 
for the purpose. 
as to injure the rocket. 

.8 b.8 

-/-o.8. It is 

a reliable 
to command 

by means of 
over the triangular 

square wave forming tubes. 

chosen so as to a short grid 
than 1 millisecond or l/40th of the 

b'd.A"""' the (cut-off) to saturation, 
of must be 

-/- 50 v 
circuit indicates 

voltage at the 

additional variable resistors were added 
of so as to a reduction 
of their original values. These resistors 

a clockwork and computing a function 

Knupple coinmands at low altitudes. 
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Fig. 36 - HS-293-D 
Air to Ground Remote Control Rocket with Television Attachment. 



It appears) 

must 
the bias of 

ied with the 

, contained and power 
had two 800-w motors with gear reducers to 

controls 
the control surfaces 

, gyros and electronic 

The driven 
more fully are not known 
new battery 50 v for a few 
Siemens for two containers. 
in vacuo, a number of circular twin plates, with one 

on the tail fins, and a 
to Dr. Last, a 

was developed by 
The lower one contained 

made of zinc and the 
other made of carbon. container carried the of 
potassium bichromate and sulphuric acid. The containers were separated by a 
diaphram which was broken by created by the ive of a small 
detonating in the upper of the upper container. Although the 

acts shunt on the battery, the losses amounted to no 
more than lC/fo. offers the of not requiring any 
maintenance. 

The Rheintochter and were ordered by the same government 
agencies that ordered the Schmetterling, i.e., the special developing organi-
z.aiions~and not the production offices. 

4. 

X(HS-293)-Fx) FX 

Although the form of construction FX has been known for some 
time, certain concerning the and movable control 
surfaces has become available only recently. In the absence of this infor-
mation, an attempt was made to s.nd lower limits of the degree 
of control available. In the of a bomb from 18,000 ft, 
the total deflection from normal from the application of 
full control from 8000 ft dow.n to ground, was calculated to lie between 
1700 ft and 600 ft. favors a value nearer the lower 
limit. 
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It has been that if bomb is aimed and re-
leased from 18,ooo ft at an of 220 mph, and the aircraft 
slows down 8 aec to 120 mph and at this speed, the bomb 
and will first come into line when bomb is 12,000 ft above 

The amount of control to keep the bomb in 
line with the is and well within that which is eat~ted to 
be available. The height of initial will vary substantially 
in the presence of a speed, but 
may be restored to a bomb slightly 

or as 

is that in which the aircraft a 
is to overshoot. In the 
bomb is released from 18,000 ft at an air-

of 160 mph, the amount of oversheot required to obtain initial 
1.;v.L.uv.Lu•1:>.u.,.;•11:1 at 10,000 ft is found to be about 2400 ft. The amount of 

control required subsequently to keep the bomb in line with the 
t.arget is in this case than is thought to be available. 

It seems reasonably certain therefore that the method used for aiming 
FX is in which the aircraft slows down after release, the approach 
being the normal type of tachometric run along a straight line of constant 
bearing, continued until impact. The bomb is probably aimed as accurately 
as possible with the Lofte sight. In certain cases small overshoots or 
undershoots may necessary, and these can be obtained either by tilting 
the bombsight or by a trail setting. 

Examination of the aerodynamic control characteristics and of the aiming 
technique is being extended and applied to typical releases with a view to 
estimating the order of accuracy which may be expected. Prelimi.D.ary cal-
culations indicate that a simple "on-off11 control adequate, and this view 
is confirmed by what is now known of the control mechanism. There are a 
variety of simple routes by which the aimer :might apply such control, and 
their relative merits in terms of accuracy are being examined. Assumptions 
regarding the personal errors of observation will need to be made, and 
arrangements are therefore in hand to check these assumptions by flight trails 
in which a number of standard bombs will be released against a well-defined 
target under conditions which simulate those of FX. 

It is of interest to note that an analysis of the attacks made to date 
suggests that 5<:f{o radial error is of the order of 20-25 yards. This may ~e 
compared with a 5<:f{o error of about 100 yards which would be expected from 
the use of th~ Lofte 7D sight in normal tachometric bombing from 18,000 ft. 
It is not unr~ae0nable, therefore, to expect that the chance of hitting a 
small target wit~ ~he FX bomb may be about 20 times greater than by tacho
metric bombing with tulcontrolled bombs. 

5, I:Is-293 

The ae:rodynamic design of -293 is known, and the total weight, assuming 
a 500 kg s.c. bomb is carried, is estimated to be about 1700 lb; the motor 
unit is estimated to give a thrust of 1500 lb for 12 sec. The flight 
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b. 

a weapon 

constant at 375 is 
released from 3000 ft, 

c. • the glider is caused to fly level, 
the horizontal travel to reduce the speed 375 :mph is 
10,000 ft, with a 5000 ft if the speed is allowed to 
fall to 250 The stalling is 145 mph. The mi:nimm 
height to pull out into horizontal flight at 10 ft 
above is about 50 ft. 

well with ranges so :far encountered in 
operational use 

is that there is no 
tal flight at sea 

The point of greatest which arises 
difficulty in securing a very long horizon

after propulsion has ceased. 

It is already fairly clear from observations :made during attacks that 
the line control is being effected by maintaining the glider 0 in line" 
betwea:i. the and the target, and a theoretical examination shows 
that is no particular difficulty in arranging to bring tl::le glider 
into the line of coincidence at a relatively early stage of its flight. 
The point at which the glider is turned toward the target and the rate and 
angle of turn are not critical and there is ample aerodynamic control to 
enable any necessary corrections to be applied. 

While is no objection in theory to applying a similar 11 in line11 

technique to control the glider in elevation, or range, it seems very 
unlikely that this is in fact done; at any rate during the last stages of 
the approach. The advantages which result from arranging that the glider 
complete its run by flying level at a small height above the sea are so 
clear both in respect to ease of control and to range accuracy, that if 
this feature is not already provided for, it :may be expected to appear at 
an early date. 

The analysis of the attacks made to date, neglecting those which may 
be ascribed to full or partial failures, gives a 50°/o radial error of 40 
yards,. Thie result is better than would be expected in the absence of level 
;r'~ight control and tends to conform the ~1ew that some, if not all, the 
gliders used to date were fitted with some such device. Given a reliable 
J!evel flight control, it is reasonable to expect that a high standard of 
accuracy can be achieved with Hs-293 On the other hand, the glider appears 
to be vulnerable to such countermeasures as close-range gunnery, or possibly 
a splash barrage. 
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Hs-293 was with 
with a range of 

c. 

at on 

The considered: 

L on a rocket in ite 

rocket and predicting its point of impact. 

3. Picking up an a"P·Pr<::iacm1nµ: 
impact. 

and predicting its point of 

4. Deter.mining the point of im.:pact if the rocket hits a body of 
water, and measuring accurately pillar of water • 

. The different radar sets along path of the rocket flight were in-
formed of starting time of the V-2 in advance, and the actual start 
flashed by radio. All radar sets knew the exact distance :from the star~ing 
point, and turned their antenna to the starting point. Pickups: were 
usually possible even when no signal was given. Radar sets were 
spaced 12 40 km, 83 km, and 129 km from the la:unching site. 

Upon launching each set picked up the rocket as it ascended into each 
set 's beam e imul taneously. The signal strength of the echo was 12 at the 
K2 km station, and 1.5 to l at the 129 km station. 

The time elapsed between start of the rocket and pickup was known 
as the I. T. and the time of observation was O. T. At the 12 km installation, 
the I.T. was zero, the O.T. averaged 35 sec; at the 40 km installation, the 
O.T. averaged 50 sec sometimes 100 sec; the 83 km installation had an O.T. 
of 30-40 stations and the 129 km station an O.T. of 10 sec. Freya equipme:r:rt. 
was used at these installations. The splash point was successfully measured 
out to 70 km. 

It was concluded that the ascending rocket can be tracked by radar if 
favorable disposition of radars is had, and the starting point calculated to 
two kilometers. Rockets cannot be tracked when measuring the point of 
impact, due to high angle of elevation. The splash column can be roughly 
measured. 

Tests were conducted by the German Air Force on the practicality of 
locating rockets by radar. devised the following systems. 

The rocket carried a small transmitter called Ruse which emitted a CW 
wave in the decimeter band. This was received on the ground by a parabolic 
dish with a broad band dipole conically scaxming at 24 rps. The error 
signal indicates the angle of deviation, while the phase, when referred to 
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from tne 
circuits are 
rocket with ~A,~n~~~~ 

error at 

.ncw.•1><.e measurements 
a 75 kc signal which waa 
Doeppler of 

The roll 
the rocket radio 
the 

scan arrr.ercma 
vertical 

The 
bean termed 11 out of 
jet which was 

of the directional 
two information 

position of the 

was discarded yielding 4o m 

of 

with 

polarization of 
was mounted on 

for roll 
on the ground 
consequent shift

Hence, the conical 
bea.m axis, and the 

MiasJles 

of the war would have 
scientists had developed the ram 

This engine too~ 
8205 missiles into ...,,..,,1,,,_,,,.,,,,,, • ..., n ... ·r"""'""n 19W+, killing 
5476 persons, 
In addition, 1482 
"This points up 

,000 homes and over l,000,000 more. 
lost in bombarding the launching sites. 

of the next aerial war. 11 

The V-2 weighing 12.2 T traveled for 230 miles at 0. maximum of 3735 mph 
burning approximately 9000 lb of alcohol and 12,000 lb of liquid oxygen in 
the short span of 65 sec. , requiring 20,000 man-
hours to construct, but 3200 A-4 1 s has established the 
large rocket in modern warfare 

One of the s most was their long-range 
pilot-controlled craft 

in 40 min at an altitude of 
rocket bomber. This was a 
intended to fly from 
154 miles. The motor was to we 2.5 T and develop a thrust of 100 T. 

but it is believed that time was the only This bomber was never 
obstacle against its 

This bomber was to be at 500 mph and rise to 
altitude in 4-8 min. and skip along the outer atmos-
phere with decreasing oscillations. Germans hoped to destroy any large 
city on with a fleet of a hundred of bombers w:tthin the 
space of a few days 1 

Consideration and 
to build a 
could be 
cities also. 
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PART 

A. 

l, radar 
the new of role. It may 
be possible through the utilizatio~ of to obtain results which, 
at small expense, would cause considerable evolution in the field of radar 
electronics. One in which "'"."'"'~~"' utilized is the 
"Artificial Target." This has applied on a 
scale, and has 

2. In order to radar equipment without a real , an arti 
ficial target must be used. This must have, on account of the s.llllJ_l 
nearby echoes, an appreciable range from the radar (for , 
3 km), and a sufficient height to test the altitude converter without inter
ference from ground reflections. The difficulties encountered in fixing a 
target in space like this are very great; its coordinates (range, height 
and slant range) when a balloon is utilized, for 7 fluctuate con= 
siderably with the wind. 

3. The need· for an artificial from the beginning 
of the expansion of radar units. Thia in 
proximity of the radar; permitting range and height , and repre-
senting a distance of several kilometers. While realization of 
ranging is possible without difficulty by the use of a arrangement, 
a new convenient substance must be for a long-
delay time. This element has been developed using supersonic technique. 
The pulse received from the radar antenna is mixed with heterodyne frequency 
in the double diode, .and transformed to an intermediate frequency ( 25 mega
cycles). This intermediate frequency is passed through a band pass filter 
to the so-called glass delay rod, is at end of the rod, and 
returns the same way through the filter and , and is reradiated to 
the radar unit. 

4. This glass delay rod is a combination of 
and a glass rod. The quartz, because of its 
of the intermediate frequency pulses is excited 
which are reflected as supersonic waves in the 
with a spe~d characteristic to the type of 
through the rod, is reflected, and returns to the 
oscillations are transformed again into electrical 

a Piezo-electr1c quartz, 

ones 

effect, by means 
oscillations 

The wave travels 
6000 m/sec) 

in wb.ich 

5. In practice the rod has a diameter of 6 mm, and length is 
chosen according to the distance to be in free space. With a 
sound velocity of 6000 m/eec, and a velocity of 3 10 for the 
electro-magnetic wave, a speed ratio of 2 x 105 is This .,...,,.,.,,.,.,,, .. ,, s 
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10. 
means. First, 
sound waves 
operative. 

in order 
utilized. This 

made of a 
but with 
obtained with a 

12. 

a 
If pulses a.re used 
can work simultaneously. 

13. method works quite 
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.Part VIII 

The Germans devoted considerable development, and 
equipment of the have several developments which to be 

This is probably because our , and ful-
the for which they The use of in-

frared equipment is considerably 

The spectral region which comes in question is from about 0 u to 1. 

In comparison with radar , water vapor and water 
particle scattering cause considerable difficulties 

may be in three groups 

Cormnunications, in which a transmitter and receiver are used at 
places and both equipments are used intentionally. 

2 D/F uses in which information is obtained from the infrared emitted 
by the target 

30 D/F uses in which a transmitter is located at the receiver, informa
tion being obtained by reflection from the target 

a. Communication may use either speech-modulated signals, or 
simply on-off switching. The main advantage is secrecy 
Communications were to be mainly for naval use; for this pur
pose, infrared searchlights with a beam spread of about S0 

were made, so that slight relative motion of the equipments 
would not cause a break .in transmission. An filter 
is used to prevent a visible beam being transmitted, and 
either telephone or telegraphy is used. The range obtained 
is about 10 km with a 2000 w lamp and 4 km with a 200 w lamp. 
Mercury vapor lam:µs were used,, 

Lack of ships in the German navy reduced the priority on the 
equipment. 

For guarding the entrances of harbors, a beam is used from a 
200 w infrared searchlight, modulated at 1000 cps. A range 
of 10 km is used, but this has a safety factor 

b. ii transmitter is used for infrared night-driving D/F appara
tus, used on tanks. Two formations were used on the Russian 
front and destroyed about 65 Russian tanks in one night before 
they were themselves overwhelmed 11.eceiving apparatus for 
D/F is much the same whether a transmitter is being used or 
not. Either a picture of the region covered is obtained on 
the screen of a cathode ray tube (as in night driving), or 
only a very small area is observed, which makes accurate D/F 
possible or with a 60 cm searchlight transmitter, a range of 
about 5 km on a n1inesweeper is obtained; the radiation from 



B. 

c. 

a 2000 GRT enables an accuracy of 
at a of 20 to 30 km 

The advantage of 

on 

' or gin 

of the 
t the hot 

the 
were 

this 
s 
gases 

is longer and 
apparatus; 

from airplanes and 
of range-finding, and 

range is limited by the 
besides the 

or 

be 

of the 
atmos

of unknown 

Dr. Bartels of Hanover was supposed to be working on this subject. 

1. Hot radiators Both used for this purpose produce almost 
black body radiation, and both types have been developed up to about 40 kw. 

a Arc Lamps The carbon arc has a temperature of about 4200°K, 
and maY. be used for a wide band of frequencies. 'I'he Beck-arc 
with a temperature of 5500°K has also been used. 

b Filament Lamps Tungsten lamps have a temperature of only 
2$00°K; the glass envelope may filter out the infrared fre
quencies desired. They are used only for small installations 

2. High-pressure Lamps The mercury vapor lamp is the most developed 
but water-cooled quartz lamps with a pressure up to 200 atm have been pro
duced. For short periods up to 1*5 kw may be taken 

3. Microoscillators. If infrared is taken to include wavelengths up 
to l mm., these, usually spark-transmitters, must be included. The Germans 
do not seem to have found a wartime use for them. 

C. Filters and Mirrors 

1. Filters. 'l'hese are used to prevent unwanted radiation from trans
mitters, which might betray the equipment to the enemy, and to prevent un
wanted reception, either to avoid jamming or for photographic purposes. 
Zeiss and Schott U. Genossen have produced many types; Professor Hase of 
Hanover has investigated some, and says that one in particular, believed to 
contain lithium flouride and received from Carl Zeiss, has a permissivity of 
70/~ up to 7 u. For windows, either quartz or 11Duranglas, ti made by Schott 
U. Genossen, is used. 

2. Mirrors. Ordinary glass strongly absorbs infrared, so that a front 
s1Jrface mirror must be used. At first a vacuum-evaporized rhodium mirror 
was used, but this tended to become loose the glass. Recently only 
the Hochheimverspieglelung process of LG. Farben has been used This pro
duces a high vacuum eyaporized aluminum layer, which is then coated with a 
special lacquer transparent to infrared 
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cells are used for the one u region; 
effect and so can be used in 

range their use to 
for· ins ex-

cells have the dis-
of using effect (i received 

causes a the inner resistance of the ) 

is incresed 20 
a vacuum container and cooling 
50 to 300 v was applied 

reach to 3 u, and so 
to about -So0 c, 

the layer in 
A voltage of 

development was 
radiation is little absorbed 
cells similar to the lead 
promise 

to use the region from 4 to 4.3 u where 
In pa lead selenide 

mentioned above show considerable 

Lead telluride cells would reach even longer wave lengths, but this is 
not wanted. 

2 Thermal receivers such as bolometers and radiometer.s are not fre-
quency dependent However, absorbtion by water vapor precludes wave lengths 
about · u and makes the range S to u unsuitable. Under comparable cir-
cumstances, receivers fitted with bolometers and lead sulphide cells have 
about the same range. Professor Hase of Hannover has been developing high-

' resistance bolometers; one sample uses copper oxide about 010 ., thick, 
prepared from evaporized copper. F'our of these are.arranged as a Wheatstone 
Bridge, the radiation falling on one only. 'l'he complete bridge is. mounted 
on a disc about 3 cm in diameter. Another model has twenty sensitive points 
arranged in a line about 2 cm long on a disc about 2.5 ·X 2 cm. 

E. 

1 Electrooptical. Screens for producing a visible picture from 
received infrared rays usually have as a·sensitive element a G -c 0 -C 
cathode on a silver base An' electron-optical system focuses ~hes effii tied 
electrons onto a CHT screen Several types of this instrument have been 
made, including: 

a. l GEL (Hedgehog) by AEG_, a large 
aircraft. 

used to observe 

b. SEEHUND II (Seal) by JLf.m, a small equipment used principally 
for communication purposes. With a filament lamp 20 cm 
search-light a range of 10 to 20 km was reached 
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c th~ 
detection of Allied 

is the same as for Seehund II 

d. (Butterfly) by the Rheichpost, smaller than Seehund 
for the same purposes, and worked off a battery 

e KATER (Tom-Cat) by Siemens. This a warning apparatus 
transmissions, and uses a phosphorus element. It is 

much less tha~ the true picture producers. 

2. Heating •. The evaporograph of Professor Czerny possesses a 
paraffin-oil film on which the infrared picture is projected. Partial evap-
orization of ·the due to the heating changes the interference colors of 
the film and so makes the picture visible. The sensitivity of this device is 
less than that of the electron-optical systems·; it is used only in the 
la.bora tory. 

F. 

These communications equipments usually use mercury lamps which emit 
infrared radiation, depending little on frequency Two types have been 
developed 

1. PUMA 2,000 by NVK and J. Pintsch. This uses a 2,000 w DC lamp, 
modulated from a 400 w amplifier. A lens is used in the transmitter to 
give the required of 8°. The receiver is a 30 cm diameter .paraboloid 
with a lead sulphide •. The r~ge is 10 km. 

2. l'UllfiA 200, by NVK and Pintsch. This similar to fUMA 2,000, 
but has 200 w lamp, a 25 w modulator, and a range of 4 km. 

'l'hese equipments, made by NVK, J. Pints ch and Hagenuk, are used for 
guarding harbors, etc. When an infrared beam is broken, v:arning is given. 
The transn~it.ter is a 200 w hit:h-pressure mercury lamp, working on AC. at 
1000 cps, but with a DC component sufficient to prevent the voltage re
versinge A lens is used to give a 3/4° spread to the beam. The receiver 
is a 45 cm mirror with a PbS cell. 'l'he range is about 10 km,, 

H. 

1. Nichtabtastende Gerate. Equipments without subdivision of pictur 
These use the radiation from the target~ and can detect at S0°C up to 20 km 
away. Usually a PbS cell is used; but sometimes a thermal receiver. 

a. WPG-150 SEEZIEL (Sea target) of .rnac • This has a 150 cm re
flector with one of Elac 1s cooled PbS cells. 'l'he received radiation is 
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b 

c 

through a 
radiation is com

reception is 2° horizon
null centering meter is used to 

between the rnodula ted received 
comparison voltage In this way, 

the target from the optical axis is measured 
with an of ±2/16° " 'I'he range on a 2000 T ship with a 
funnel temperatµre of 60-l00°C is 20-30 km; that on a surface 

is 10-15 km. Twenty ~quipmepts were made 

WPG-21, 
ratus is 

of Elac. 'rhis is in similar to the 
a 60 cm reflector and automatic noise com-

sensi tivi ty the same as for the WPG-150, the 

The mirror is 21 cm in diameter. 'fhe -~~·,--· 
development. 

d., WPG of Two nickel bolometers are used in a 4kc/sec 
bridge. The received radiation is modulated at 12 cps and 

the bridge. The bolometer moves sideways a~ about 
The indicator is a mirror galvanometer, and when a 

is found the light point moves at the bolometer 
quency., The range is similar to that of the WPG-150, but 
the accuracy of 17 min, makes the following of a target very 

* It was intended to use this on board destroyers 
with stabilization© 

2. Equipments with subdivision of picture. 

a. MACHTMESSGERATE NMG-42 or 45 LUFTZIEL, of Elac. This is for 
air targets, and has a reception angle of SO, a 150 cm mirror, 
and a mirror wheel used to subdivide the ,image. Three similar 
indicators are used, for the azimuth observer, the elevation 
observer, and the man in charge. Each contains a small lamp 
which moves round synchronously with the mirror, and lights 
when it is in a position depending on the direction of the 
target of the optical axis of the instrument. Automatic noise 
compensation is used and an accuracy of ±1/10° is claimed, 
even on fast-moving targets. The range on an airplane is 
abou.t 15 km; this cannot be measured. 

b. KORMORAN (Cormerant), of Elac and NVK, has a 25 cm diameter 
.Mangin-mirror. It contains a spirally-moving mirror system, 
which reflects the picture onto a PbS cell, the final pre
sentation being on a CRT. The angle covered is 15°, butt.he 
range is very unsatisfactory~ Development on this has been 
stopped. 

c. Prof. Karolus 1 equipment (NVK} has 30 little mirrors to scan 
the image onto a PbS cell. It finally appears as a 30 line 
CRT picture. The angle of reception is 12°. 

d. FROSCHAUGE (Frog's Eye) A Gema, contains a combination of lens 
and mirror of 15 cm diameter. The picture is scanned by a 
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I. 

e 

f 

g .. 

a 

magnetic 
is moved 
targets 

KIEL z, of 

B-GERAT, of 
and a 
ratus 

Dr. 
lating on 

mirror (40 cm 
Otherwise 

the range is 

a 

two 
cps. A CRT beam 

shows the 
difficulty 

moving in 
of is ob-

of 6 to 

is fixed, 
this appa-
slightly less 0 

50°. 1'he main mirror is is 20 cm '11he 
indicator a 

The Linse a 5 cm diameter lithium flur-
oide lens received rays are modulated with slits, 
those on 290 cps and on the other 360 cps. Both 
of these on one cell The is amplified, 
separated into its components by filters, and used to provide 
azimuth A range of 2 km on a 2000 BRT ship is ob-
tained. 

be TASSO', of a equipment. It 
a 60 to 70 (Tragflachenboot) traveling at 

c., 

high speed~on narrow bands under the boat, similarly to prewar 
sport'boats. It is and is radio-controlled to 
approach th~ ship on a broadside collision course at 
a range of about l km. It then homes on the infrared until 
this is received · angle to the horizontal (the boat 
is then of the 30 m from the depending on the 
height of the 1s funnels, and general on 
its size). container is then pursues 
an,unde;rwater ectory end strikes the ship below the water-
line.,.· 

HAID3URG, of Elac, is 
development in various 
system; another with a 
possibility of 
in the parent rocket 
the rocket in 
direction of the 
a single. 
with that 
voltage 
generator is 

homing 
forms; 

device for rockets and is in 
one with a stationary optical 

system, and so a greater 
It was to be used either 

a sort of AGL or to direct 
iris causes the changed 

the phase of the pulse from 
in comparison 
alternating 

or a second 
is used to control 
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These.are 
use them in 
able 

ontrols A range 3 km 

and 

the fuse 

is necessary for equipment, 
Snorchel U-boats. Experiments on caesium cells fol-

amplification·were made, but abandoned because of instability in 

L FLAMINGO I 
has a horizontal 
on rotation, with 

with circular cells and modulation a rotating 

is a solution of NVK and ,J. This 
surface with a mirror 

the 
sulphide, is of 30 mm diam and has 

is from ±30 to -20°* 

2 FLAMINGO II 
improvement on Flamingo 
was hoped to pick up 

of NVK and • 'l'his was to be an 
caesium electron-multiplier system. It 
heat with but it has not been com-

30 FLAMINGO III of NVK and Elac. A horizontally lying paraboloid of 
15 cm diam has a 3 mm PbS cell at its focus. The horizon is scanned by a 
plane mirror at 45°, turning slowly about a horizontal axis to obtain a 
3° vertical coverage. A .CRT presentation is used :,a in Flamingo I, elevati9n ' 
not being shown This apparatus was to replace , and but is still 
experimental. A laboratory prototype had a of 4-5 km on a minesweeper. 

Most of the equipments mentioned above are designed principally for naval 
use, though it was intended to use Kiel in night also Specific 
air force projects include the following~ 
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1. WUNSDOHF, of Elac. This was for airplanes to detect tanks, loco
motives and other ground targets. It worked as a laboratory model, having 
a simple mirror system with a cell at the focus, and a pulse amplifier. 
Development of this model was postponed. 

2. 
fighters. 

ARMIN, of Elac, is a receiver for aircraft to give warning of enemy 
Lack of an air force caused the Germans to abandon the system. 

l Active. 

a. KRANICH (Crane) of NVK and AEG was a floating heater which 
held a lead cylinder 30 cm long and 15 cm diam filled with a 
mixture of sulphur carbon, a little saltpeter and extrin, 
about 1 m above the water. This remained at 300°C for two 
hours, and gave the same effect on a WPG-150 as a surfaced 
U-boat. It was not used operationally. 

2. Passive (Camouflage). The chief difficulty is with the chlorophyll 
or wood effect; this substance is a very good reflector of infrared. F'or 
infrared, as for visible camouflage, the object is to make the target un
recognizable, and color does not matter, only grey pictures being obtained. 

a. 'fhe camouflage of fixed targets in the open has some special 
difficulties. The materials used for visible camouflaged in 
such circumstances often appear darker than the surroundings 
to infrared; for instance, green printed canvas or linen is 
usually black to infrared. However, Dr. Stolpe of Wa Pruf 
S in particular has been successful in producing green mats 
which match vegetation also for infrareds Von Gramms of 
DVL has also worked on this, and incidentally found that the 
sand of Cyrenaica reflected very little infrared. Chlorophyll 
camouflage materials therefore stand out very well. He also 
investigated F. Leiber's anticamouflage spectacles. 

b., Moving objects. The difficulty with these is that the back
ground is changing. Dr. ~ein, of I.G. Farbeindustrie has in
vestigated the reflecting power of various uniforms. Uniforms 
with high infrared reflectivity are very dangerous at night if 
low-flying aircraft have infrared equipment. 

I.C. Farben in conjunction with OKM (FBf' III) has been successful 
~n making invisible paint which appears dark to Infrared and various colors 

to visible light. This is especially useful for naval camouflage. 

N.. Infrared ~hotography 

1. Photographic ~:1a terials • 

a. A bromide silver emulsion is sensitive mainly to blue, 
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violet and ultraviolet For panchromatic photography various 
dyes are used which have long polymethin chains 
heterocyclic rings 'The frequency at which the dye is ef
fective depends on the lengths of the chain. 

have produced photographic plates on this principle 
sensitive to over 1 u; long exposures have enabled spectral 
lines up to 1.36 u to be photographed. One diffic~lty is 
that these emulsions are very unstable, but if stored at 
low temperatures they will last for several months. 

b. F'or many military applications the normal 10 min necessary 
for development are not available. Fernsch GmbH have a 
process which is complete in 20 sec, and Jaenicke a two-bath 
development process lasting 25 sec. Jaenicke has also made 
emulsions containing developer which can then be developed 
in an alkali bath in one second. 

2. Applications and Equipment. 

a. The most important application is long-distance photography. 
For this, cameras with very long focal lengths have been made; 
one of 3 m ~ocal length was used to photograph the radar in
stallations near Dover, as well as the ships in Dover harbor. 
The positions of cross-channel guns and searchlights were 
found by exposing the plate at night and leaving it in the 
camera to take a second~exposure in the daylight. Stereo
photoeraphs on a 800 m base line were also taken. 

A one-meter focal length camera F-5, was used to photograph 
convoys near the English coast. An exposure of five seconds 
was p,iven. Infrared photoP.;raphy was also used in conjunction 
with rad~r to determine details in the target. 

Various special cameras with even longer focal lengths have 
been made. A camera of 11 m focal length, F-65, with a lens 
consisting of a Zeiss-Triple 1..2 m F-7 (as used in the Great 
War) and a symmetrical Negative-Aplanat was used by Schmidt. 
Yiith this equipment, he photographed an English outpost boat 
at Li5 km and under conditions of anomolous propogation, a 
convoy coming out of the Thames estuary 65 km away (without a 
filter). 

b. idirror cameras were also used up to 28 m focal length. 'Nith 
these it was possible to photograph from F'rance details of 
the curtain-array of tile CH transmitters near Dover. 

Q. Ultraviolet 

1.. Detection of oil on water. Oil fluoresces when irradiated with 
ultraviolet. and ::ittCJ.cker' suhraarines readily lose oil. The use of this pro
pert~' tc locc"d_,e Hie s11brr;arines '1:as thero::fore ti:ied. 

a. Irradiation. It was found. by experiment that a loss of a few 
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liters of oil is readily observable at a few hundred meters 
distance the angle of observation is about 90". A 36 cm 

searchlight is used with a 2000 w high-pressure 
mercury lamp; a i3choot u.g. filter type UG-2 is used, built 
by J Pintsch. 

b As a countermeasure against this, a chemical substance was 
discovered by Dr. Hein of LG Farben which when added in 
small quantities to the oil considerably reduces its fluores 
cence without affecting its other properties 

2. viarning. f'inguin (Penguin) works similarly to Kater, and 
a few models were made; phosphorus is more sensitive in this region than in
frareds 
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rocket 
( ) 
It may be 
must have 

may be 

Calibre 

rockets 

12 

Jet or Hocket 

back its 
but for 

a conspicuous part in the capture of 
Wars General used 

(1806) and of Copenhagen 
tance received a total of 120,000 rockets. 

that in former times this type of projectiles 
artillery 

rocket of the 18th and 19th centuries 
short table. 

Hocke ts 

used were the 32 pounders. They.served to carry 
from 3 to 10 and 20 lb From 1820 to 1340, these 

distances from 2000 to 3500 m by much improved 

With the appearance in the 19th century of rifled guns, the importance 
of the rocket in war Instead, it began to be developed 

purposes and also as a life-saving, signaling, and hail dis
for a flare 

The rocket used to carry a long line from the shore or from 
vessel to a stranded ship, or vice-versa. A stout cable is then hauled 

in with this , and used for the safe transfer of persons or valuable 
goods from the distressed ship 

The deserves a special mention, since it is still 
in use in owes much of its development to its success in 
weather-shooting with a specially constructed gun" 'I'he best re-
sults were obtained by the Swiss phyrotechnist, Muller, of Emrnishofen, whose 
rockets ros to a height of 1200 . 'l'his type of rocket is still employed.in 
many for the following purposes. · 

When a rocket is discharged against a forming hail storm, the air 
set up the cause the transformation of the hailstones 



snow.flakes 
plosion. 'l'he 
l km;;; 0 'l'he 
length 25 to 35 cm. 
in a cardboard 

then dissolve into rain after the second or third ex-
action of one rocket over an area of about 
such rockets is usually from 3 to 4 cm, and their 

'l'he charge (black gunpowder) compressed 
case. 

'l'he study of the reaction problem proper entered a new phase of develop-
in 1919 and Professor Goddard of Clark College, -iiorcester, 

U.S .. A.,, at that time published a sensational paper, entitled nA Method of 
Heaching llictr~me Al ti tu des, n dealing with high..,.ef ficiency rockets • 'I'his 
was the first attempt to approach the problem from a scientific standpoint, 
and served to give impulse to the development of new science. According to 
some fantastic newspaper reports, Goddard's rockets should be able to reach 
a height of 120 km. After this, nothing more was heard of this scientist. 

In the following section, we shall examine the principles underlying 
the action of a jet- or rocket-propelled apparatus. 

The Law of hocket Propulsion 

'l'he term rocket- or jet-propelled apparatus applies to any device., with 
an opening from which a compressed gas or liquid under pressure escapes at 
high velocity, thus producing a reactive or recoil force. This process can 
best be visualized as follows: 

Let a gas under pressure be contained in a .hermetically sealed cylinder .. 
The action exerted by this internal pressure may be represented graphically 
as follows: 

'fhe gas consists of separate molecules which are so small as to be 
invisible; they are, however, imagined as spherical. There exists a stress 
or pressure· between the individual molecules or small spheres. Correspond
ing to the great number of molecules, there will be in the cylinder a still 
greater number of coiled springs. Consequently, the cylinder contains a 
great energy force acting uniformly on its walls. It is obvious that these 
forces will act also int he absence of the air surrounding the cylinder., 
So long as the cylinder remains closed, there will be a state of equilibrium. 
But if one of the cylinder walls is removed, the separate gas molecules will 
escape at high velocitw under the effect of the pressure acting between them, 
and the fundamental physical law of "action and reaction" then comes into 
force. This means that every action brings about a reaction of equal magni
tude but opposite in direction. This law holds also in a vacuum; the 
practical significance of this fact is that with a jet-propelled apparatus 
we can fly up to unlimited heights_, e.g., into the stratosphere or even 
the interplanetary space, since the gas will continue to flow out of the 
cylinder even in the absence of surrounding air. 'l'he gas molecules are not 
repelled by the air, but this is where reaction comes into play, since all 
the elastic forces (springs) between the molecules act in the direction of 
the opening in the cylinder. This expansion, obviously, is propagaged 
to the back wall of the cylinder, which is thus repelled. Actually,; this 
reaction occurs in the nozzle, if such a nozzle was fitted to the cylinder 
opening. We shall return to this nozzle in greater detail. 

These conclusions apply likewise to the black powder rocket, which also 
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acts in a vacuum. It is often stated that free o:x:ygen, or air is indis
pensable for the combustion which· takes place in the rocket; this however, 
is not true, since the powder used consists of sulphur, carbon and nitre. Nitre 
suvplies the o:x:ygen required, and combustion is, therefore, possible in a 
vacuum. With the liquid jet-propulsion apparatus, to be described 
in which the liquid fuel is gasified, o:x:ygen must be carried to form an 
ignitible fuel mixture. 

As we shall see in a section further on, for the flight of a jet v= 2000 
m/sec = 7200 kn/H/ The outflow velocity of the gas would be 3000 m/sec. 

Hence, the initial mass will be! 

~M = Mo .2,72 ·.--~QQQQ ___ : Mo 2 72° 665 - 2 M . • ' ' - • 0 

Consequently, the fuel supply to be carried must be twice the empty 
weight of the aircraft (the empty weight is understood to include the en
velope, plus the power unit plus the useful load). 

'l'he propulsive force of a jet-propelled apparatus will be greater: (1) 
the greater the outflow velocity of the fuel mixture, and (2) the greater the 
ratio of the initial to the ultimate residual mass. 

As already stated, travel through cosmic space cannot be envisaged 
within a reasonable time, and for the first long-distance flights, the mass 
ratio will not be of such predominant importance. 

The following considerations deal with the mode of operation of a jet 
power-plant using liquid fuel, and indicate its great advantages over the power 
rocket, especially from the point of view of the main requirement of high 
overflow velocities. 

Jet Propulsion as the Motive Power of a Motorcar or Aircraft 

.Professor Goddard 1s :researches were directed exclusively towards the 
development of the possibilities offered by the power rocket. When the 
powder charge of a rocket is ignited, it burns until nothing more remains 
of it. One of the first. drawbacks of this method .is the impossibility of 
mechanically controlling the combustion, i.e., of regulating the propul
sive force which is a principal requirement in modern engine design. 

Let us now examine the further performance possibilities of the powder 
rocket. In general, the jet engine performance is given not in horsepower, 
but in kilogram of propulsion, since the underlying principle is that of 
action and reaction. A force is required to expel the gas out of the cylin
der; this force is represented by the gas pressure which is measured in kg/ 
cm2 • 'I'he reactive force is defined by the momentum of the cylinder which is 
propelled in the opposite direction. '.l.'he cylinder may be prevented from 
flying away on the test lJench, which enables us to measure the reactive 
force with a dunamometer. 

As mentioned above, rockets have a discharge nozzle for the escaping 
gases,and by suitably modifying the nozzle we can considerably increase the 
outflow velocity. In modern fire-work rockets, the nozzle is represented by 
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a short constriction in the pas in· these rockets, the outflow velocity 
c is from about 400 to 600 m/sec. 'l'he powder rocket was intensively studied 
by Goddard, who investigated the properties of various types of powder, with 
s peci reference to the nozzle problem. The .following table gives the 
optimum values obtained from a long series of tests: 

Ordinary powder used for the Coston-Schip rocket 
Postel powder No. 3 of the Dupont Powder Go. 
Smokeless 11Infallibleil powder 

1600 
2290 
2L134 

According to Goddard, the most effective nozzles are long conical 
apertures, of the type of the Laval turbine nozzles. 'l'he outflow velocities 
obtained with them are, however, low in comparison to those obtainable with 
the jet engines working on liquid fuel; in addition, work with powder rocket 
is not always safe0 

From all these drawbacks, it is obvious that the powder rocket cannot be 
taken into serious consideration for the solution of the jet-propulsion 
problem. 'l'he present endeavor, therefore, is reliable in action as an or
dinary internal combustion engine. 'fhe possibility of mechanically regulating 
the fuel s11pply enables us to vary widely the performance under all condi
tions. 

Such an engine consists of a combustion chamber with a conical nozzle for 
the expans,ion of the gasses. 'fhe fuel, gasoline, alcohol or hydrogen_, is 
introduced through one feed pipe and the oxygen required for combustion 
through the other pipe; ignition may be effected electrically. As in the 
modern internal combustion engine, considerable importance is attached to 
the method of fuel injection and atomization. But a detailed discussion of 
all the various factors would be beyond the scope of this article. 'l'he 
purpose of the nozzle is to enable complete expansion of the combustion 
gases escaping at high velocity; this velocity is of decisive importance 
and constitutes the essential point of the whole problem. It depends on the 
pressure ratj.o, the specific heat ratio, and absolute temperature, as well 
as on the gas constants. The reader especially interested in these questions 
is referred to the relevant literature on thermodynamics (e.g., 11Schule 1s 
Thermodynamics 11 ). · 

The fuel mixture also plays an important part. Here again, the con"" 
ditions governing the admixture of air or pure oxygen are esse.ntially dif
ferent from those in the ordinary internal combustion engine. Iloweve:r 
simple ttle external design of the jct engine, the internal combustion ar~d 

e~,caice 1-'1H::nort1ena in it are all the more complicated. 

Another point of interest in thi::. connection is t.he question of ef
ficiency which.,indeed is the best criterion from which we may form an 
opinion of the new engine. The fact is however, that this economically 
important factor may be interpreted differently in closer investigation of 
this problem. 

'l'he question of efficiency was studied in detail by Dr • .Sunger in· his 
book. 
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'l'he problem can best be visualized by comparing the jct engine with the 
modern gasoline engine. Like the latter and the whole transmission system 
including the propeller, the jet engine may also. be assumed to have ninter
nal efi'iciency. 11 This arises from the practical imperfections of the plant, 
and is represented by the ratio of the energy obtained from the engine to 
the chemo-thermal energy of the fuel used. 'l'he fact that today the maximum 

efficiency obtainable fro111 the internal combustion engine is only 
is due to the following defective points: 

1 Chemical losses due to incomplete combustion 
owing to bad mixing and lack of oxygen 

2 Losses of fuel caused by t'lusning with fresh gases 

Fuel Energy 

about 5% 

3 Losses due to the time required for combustion which is 
not limited to the dead center of the crank about 15% 

4. Losses of heat due to the walls 

5. Losses to leakage in the piston 

6s Gas flow losses due to leakage of pipes, mixing 
nozzles, pumps, etc. 

Frictional losses in the whole transmission gear 

Exhaust losses through incomplete combustion and 
cooling of the exhaust gases 

Tota~ losses about 

about 5% 

about 15% 

about 307~ 

70% 

, The well-known efficiency factor y = 0 .30-0 .,357& of the internal com
bustion engine is based on the above table. 

In the light of the investigations so far made, these losses in the 
jet engine may be summarized as follows: 

Loss No. 1 is of approximately the same magnitude as above. 

Losses No. 2,3, 4 and 5 do not occur at all since, as we have seen, the 
jet engine has no pistons, and the heat given out to the walls is used Jor 
preheating the fuel. 

Loss No. 6 may be assessed at about 3%~ 

Loss No. 7 is completely eliminated by the construction. 

Loss No. 8 is just as essentially important in the jet engine as in the 
internal combustion engine. ~e can, however, in a large measure directly 
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the combustion, ond the expansion aid terminal are but a 
question of the length of nozzle which also can be varied within wide 
(In full-size engines, these losses will be less than in the tests which 
so far been made on experimental models.,) 'l'he total loss No <'.!may be es
timated at 10 to 15%0 

'I'here are no further loss factors in the jet engine, so that the total 
loss in it may be put as US-23%, the mean value of y for which is O .S7b 

Sanger defines internal efficiency graphically as the square of the ratio 
of the actual discharge velocity of the combustion gases to the theoretical 
This value, therefore, represents a fixed valuation standard. 

Using a mixture of one part, in volume, of hydrogen with three JJarts of 
ox;yt:;en, with a calo:tific power of 1..03 x 106 kgm/kg, Professor Oberth ob
tained a theoretical gas discharge velocity of 4470 m/sec, and actually 
measured 4000 m/sec, which corresponds to an efficiency of SO%, as described 
above. 

Conditions are very different in the case of the 
ficiency of the jet engine in flight. Kinetic energy 
actual flight, are determined by the speeds attained. This 
represented very ~raphically by Sanger, who introduces the ratio 
port work to engine work as a so-called transport efficiency. 

external ef
in 

is also 
of trans-

In the flying jet-propelled engine, this factor is very but 
not in the ordinary aircraft which has a more or less constant 
speed lacking in the former. Consequently, we can only speak to a certain 
extent of a momentary efficiency, corresponding to the flying position which 
is being considered. 

At lower flying speeds, this factor is very small (2-4%~ as against 
2056 with the ordinary aircraft), but its value increases very considerably 
at supersonic velocities in empty space, where it may reach as much as 50% 
This figure includes the effects of the unfavorable conditions in climbing 
through the atmosphere, and also of the conditions of acceleration imposed 
by biological considerations. 

These external relationships depend to a very great extent on the nature 
of the climbing path of this type of jet-propelled aircraft. It 
from this, further, tnat jet-propelled flight in the atmosphere would be 
just as uneconomical as, for instance, rocket propulsion of land 
But the above considerations on the working conditions of the rocket in 
flight also have their weak point, in that they do not take into account the 
considerable run-out or gliding stretches which form by far the 
portion of the whole trajectory. 

Of decisive importance in the matter may well be the veriJ economy 
in time and fuel which jet-propelled aircraft will enable us to realize 
(For"further details, see the conslusions at the end of this 

'I'he fact that so little progress was made in the solution this 
problem is chiefly due, to the rather impracticable way in which the reali.za
tion of the jet engine was attempted and, second, to the difficulties of 
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construction which were encountered from the first trials, mainly owing 
to the combustion temperatures. 

'l'he Latest l:lesearches on the Jet-Propelled Engine 

In his book liaket zu den .flanetenraumen u (By rocket to the inter-
planetary space), Oberth was the first to suggest the use of liquid fuel 
with jet engines whole problem is dealt with on strictly scientific 
lines in this work which gave inspiration to Max Valier, the great Austrian 
supporter of the jet engine, to start his researches. It was he who, in 
collaboration with the automobile manufacturer Otto Von Oppel, carried on 
the first public trials with a rocket-propelled car in 192$., 

The largest car built by Von Oppel attained a maximum speed of 238 km/hr 
on 23 May 192S, on the Avus Course near Berlin. It was driven by 24 Sander 
powder rockets 9 12 cm in diameter and SO cm long. 'l'o preventc the front part 
of the car from rising during the run (it was very light in weight, owing to 
the absence of the petrol engine), short wings were attached to the sides, 
with a strong negative setting. 

this a second car was built to run on rails, but was wrecked 
during the owing to the high speed reached by it. Finally, Oppel 
risked making a flight himself in. a converted sailplane propelled by power 
rockets. 

This aircraft covered a distance of 1400 m or a maximum speed of 140 
km/hr. It also was wrecked during tj:le trial flights. 

Since Oppel treated the whole matter as an advertisement for his firm 
Valier broke off his connection with him and built his own experimental car, 
in which liquid fuel was used for the first time. Valier developed a total 
of seven different cars, with which he obtained valuable practical information 
about his .new engine. The purpose of this research was not the development 
of a new motor car, but that of the engine itself. Valier was well aware 
that he could not at that time realize enough capital for large-scale pro
duction, and sought to arouse public interest in the problem in this way. 
His.lecturing tours brought him even to Zurich. Shortly afterwards, however, 
he was killed in demonstrating his seventh car, the engine of which was 
driven by liquid oxygen and gasoline. 

During that same period (up to 1933), the engineer 'I'illing of Osnabruck 
was experimenting with the so-called powder rocket torpedoes. These rockets 
reached heights up to 5,000 m. Landing was effected by means of a parachute 
or wings which opened out automatically on reaching the ceiling. In climbing, 
the parachute or wings were folded into the stabilizing fins. 

Tilling too was killed while experimenting in his laboratory. 

The Latest Italian Experiments 

In 19~3 reports were received of successful trials in Italy of' a jet
propelled aircraft. This was not an aircraft capable of flying at unlimited 
altitudes, but still entirely dependent on the surrounding air. The motive 
power, however, was reaction, and was terrr,ed air jet-propulsion. 'the oxygen 
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required for the combustion of the fuel ( 
this, obviously, has the advantage of enabling 
carried. 

obtained from the 
fuel supplies to be 

The engine vJas designed in 1932 by the ·rtalian Campini who t.ook out a 
patent for it. 'fhe relative wind is passed through a rectifier grid fitted 
around the fuselage, into a centrifugal compressor driven by an engine or 
a gas turbine. From the compressor, the air stream is rectified by passing 
through the engine radiator, from which it finally reaches the combustion 
chamber, where it is mixed with the fuel and burnt in an annular space 
(Venturi tube). combustion gases are expelled through a nozzle of the 
same type as that used in other jet ·engines. 

The aircraft built by the Caproni Works uses an ordinary propeller 
for taking off. In flight, the engine works the blower which compresses 
and heats the sucked-in air. 

lteports state that this aircraft was flown by the test pilot Colonel 
de Bernardis for 10 min, during which a speed of 710 km/hr was reached. 

Private experiments in Germany had been exclusiv~ly directed towards 
developing an engine for liquid fuels. For this purpose, a test engine was 
built, with which a first series of experiments were made in 1936. 'l'he 
cylinders of a two-cylinder Mercedes motocar engine were used as the com
bustion chambers, after the transformation of their intake and expansion 
systems to adapt them to the actual requirements of the tests. 

The engine was then used for the following investigation: 

1. Measurement of the reactive force 

2. Measurement of the discharze velocity of the combustion gases 

3. 'l'hermal conditions 

4. Fuel injection and atomization 

5. Fuel.mixtures 

6. Various ~ypes of expansion nozzle 

'£he reactive force was measured b~.t the simple method of mounting the 
whole engine, including the pressure bottles and tanks, on a ball-bearing 
carriage coupled to a dynamometer fixed on the bench. At the beginning of 
the tests, considerable difficulties were encountered, due to the high 
temr;eratures produced, which caused parts of the nozzle and injecting system 
to melt. Cooling was mainly effected by means of a cooling jacket on the 
engine. 'l'he fuel itself was mostly used as the cooling medium, water being 
used for this purpose only occasionally. · 

'Ii:1e fuels niixtures tested were gasoline-air, gasoline-oxygen, alcohol
oxygen,acetylene-oxyc;;en, and hydrogen-oxygen., 

With the exception of acetylene and hydrogen, all the fuels were injected 
in the liquid state. In many of the tests, the oxygen was also injected. 
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All these experiments involved a waste of time because of the 
modest and rather primitive testing apparatus available. 1-'arallel with 
these test-bench researches, a first series of trials were made with a 
model, the engine of which had been designed from the • 
The last were made in April 1941 at Katzensee near Zurch and a speed 
of 193 km/hr actually reached.. 'I'he aircraft model used is provided with 
a distant control mechanism, with which a maximum distance of 3.8 km was 
actually covered 'l'hese test flights were not intended to reach great 
altitude, and were kept to the horizontal at a maximum height of 50 m. Owing 
to an error of and the failure of the aerial, one landing wa6 made 
on a mud bank, but two other landings were successfully effected on the 
water. Very little attention was paid to the aerodynamic properties of 
this aircraft model" 

A full-scale model with a span of 4.S, was being constructed which 
was designed for landing on water. It should have had better flying pro
perties; and was intended exclusively for demonstration purposes. At 
first, it was provided with three small jet engines, of which the two 
outside (accommodated in the nacelles) were to be used for steering. Ex
perience during the last flights with the old model indicated, however, 
that this would involve considerable difficulties. Consequently, the two 
outside engines were removed and replaced by ordinary control members; 
the jet engine is now situated in the middle fuselage. 'l'he fuel and 
O~'Ygen tanks are in the floats, and the controls in the midwing section. 
As a further development, it is intended to build a so-called long-range 
rocket, which should have a range of about 100 to 150 km. 

Conclusions 

Close study of the development of the mass ratio outlined above will 
have shown that the fuel consumption of this type of engine is very heavy, 
and that, therefore, the engine w::Hl not be able to work for hours on end 
in flying (the first aircraft model consumed 3S gm/sec). But, owing to 
the large capacity of the engine, the terminal velocity which can be at
tained in that time is the decisive factor. The flight of such an apparatus 
is also fundamentally different from that of an ordinary aircraft. From 
the take-off, care must be taken that acceleration (i.e., speed increment 
per unit time) is not excessive, since it is acceleration, and not velocity, 
which has harmful effects. '.L'he combustion gases escape with a velocity of 
3-5 km/sec, which will also be the speed of the aircraft. But, in the case 
of the jet engine, we can regulate the inflow of the fuel, and thus reduce 
the acceleration to a bearable amount. A man of normal build can easily 
stand on acceleration of as much as jO m/sec2, i.e., the aircraft will be 
able to cover a distance of 30 m in the first second, 60 m in the second, 
90 min the third, and so on. At the end of the first minute, the speed 
will, therefore, be 1800 m/sec=6480 km/hr. 

In long-distance flights, e.g., from Europe to America, the engine 
need not work during the whole flight but only for a very short time. 'I'he 
take-off may be compared t.o the firing of a shot or flinging of a stone; 
in the latter case, the muscular force represents the engine. 'I'his force 
acts over a short distance, but owing to the high velocity imparted to the 
stone as it leaves the hand, it is able to fly to a considerable distance. 
In the case of the shot, the velocity is maximum at the instant. when the 
shot leaves the gun barrel; but acceleration here is so great that no man 
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can stand it. 

At the of two to five minutes, an equipment with a jet 
engine will have attained a very hie;h terminal velocity. 'l'his velocity will 
be at its maximum at the when the engine is cut off, the velocity 
starts to drop at a constant owing to the effect of gravity and also 
at first~ to the resistance of the with the result that the trajectory 
becomes flatter. The velocity developed should be sufficient, however, 
to bring the aircraft to a high altitude, e.g , from 500 to 1000 km, while 
the engine is only required to run up to a height of 50 to 100 km., On re-
aching the apex, the is put into a glide. (The term 11glidelt is 
not quite correct, since the flight path is still under the influence of. 
kinetic energy.) In any case, the trajectory will not be steep and, con
sequently, the velocity will not be zero at the apex. 'l'he actual glide 
will begin only in the highest air strata, i.e., at an altitude of about 
100 km .. 

Calculation shows that the time required to fly in such an aircraft 
from Europe to America will be from 30 min to 2 hr (depending on the ac
celeration adopted). An exact study of the possibilities of such a flight 
and of the difficulties to be surmounted (supersonic velocity) is reserved 
for a publication. 
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'l'he of German 

(Abridged from CIOS Report) 

The 
om of the 
vVar The 
cannot now be 
U • industry will be measured 
for years to come. 

of German technical development has proven 
from the conduct of the European 

lmowledge and 11 lmow-how11 thus obtained 
The of this lmowledge to British and 
in terms of economic progress and well-being 

This record of achievement will prove the more interesti~g when it 
is recalled that prior to the formation of the Combined Intelligence Object
ives Sub-committee, no planned and coordinated exploitation of enemy tech
nical developments had ever been attempted. A flexible pattern was followed 
with rapid modification to combat operation requirements. 

The combined Chiefs of Staff through its Intelligence Division, .the 
Combined Intelligence Committee, in mid-1944 the need of coordinating 
technical intelligence investigations. For this task, it created CIOS in 
August 1944. Brigadier General T. G. Betts, Deputy Chief of Staff, Intel
ligence, Schaef was designated Chairman, and Professor R. P. Linstead was 
elected Deputy Chairman. A Black List of priority targets was taken over 
from other agencies. 

The basic directive authorized members from the U.S. State Department, 
G-2, Naval Intelligence, AAF Intelligence, Foreign Economic Administration, 
OSS, and OSRD with equivalent British representatives. 

CIOS received and controlled all British and U.S. requests for military 
and political intelligence which would become available as o~r forces ad
vanced. 'l'he editing and dissemination of this information was to be arranged 
by CIOS. CIOS was an instrument wherein eight U.S. and eight British ag~ncies 
pooled their target intelligence, investigated targets on a combined basis 
and shared the burden of investigation. 

The operation plan involved three functions: (1) the formation of a 
target list with as much preliminary information as possible; (2) the form
ation and dispatch of fi&ld investigation teams to th.e target, and (3) the 
reproduction and dissemination of information to the 16 member agencies 
plus other interested parties. 

The major activity from March to June 1945 was getting teams into the 
field behind the advancing armies. Emphasis shifted to the task of proces
sing the information in May of 1945. 
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of the of coordinated exploitation was the 
compilation and publication a comprehensive list. An initial 

t had been prepared in 1944 against the possibility of a sudden 
German 0 permitted extensive revision of this Black List by 
13 working parties to include some 2000'targets. Processing included as-
signing priorities for and investigation, itemizing names of firms 
or organizations with name, location, type of activity and key personalities. 

The Black List consisted of targets producing final end products such 
as tanks, or engine torpedoes, while a supplementary the Grey List1 
focused on industrial techniques, methods, or Eventually1 
these two lists merged. 

Numerous teams were organized and operated with and to the rear of 
combat units. Technical infonnation information regarding desirable 
targets still in German hands was forwarded periodically to London. 

The secretary on receipt of these reports would reproduce and distribute 
them to each of the 16 CIOS representatives and the head of each phase of 
the Black List. These reports were analyzed, and determination made as to 
the desirability of sending qualified personnel for a detailed investigation. 

Information was disseminated in the following forms: Assessment Reports, 
Evaluation Reports and fi'inal or Field Team Reports. Assessment Heports 
were published weekly, and were initial sources of information. Evaluation 
Reports served as preliminary information sources until the completion of 
the long and detailed Final Report* 

CIOS dissolved with Shaef in July 1945, and the task of utilizing the 
acquired information passed to newly created agencies in the U.S. 
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May, 1946 

The following list of agencies concerned with enemy or foreign equipment 
and associated intelligence activities is 

subject to organizational changes. 

1. T-2, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Charged with the analysis, collection 
and storage of captured enemy equipment and the dissemination of 
information together with peacetime technical intelligence duties. 

2. Foreign Equipment Branch, Camp Coles, Red Bank, New Jersey. Charged 
with Signal Corps foreign equipment analysis serving Signal Corps 
Laboratories at Fort Monmouth and Camp Evans Signal Laboratory • 

.3· F'oreign Equipment Section, Camp Holabird, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Signal Corps unit charged with the collection, storage and issue 
of foreign equipment within the Signal Corps and between services. 

l.i. Foreign Equipment Branch, Aberdeen Proving Grounds_, Aberdeen 
Maryland. Charged with the collection and testing at various 
ordnance centers of all captured ordnance and the dissemination 
of information. 

5. Foreign Equipment Branch, Watson Laboratories, Red Bank, New Jersey. 
Laboratory Service unit of the Engineering Division, Watson laboratory, 
obtaining information and material from T-2, Wright Field. 

6. Foreign Equipment Branch, Electronics Subdivision, Wright Field. 
Electronics Subdivision organization for enemy equipment on similar 
level to No. 5, obtaining information and material from T-2., Wright 
Field., 

7. Foreign Equipment Branch, Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Corps of Engineers 
Foreign equipment organization charged with control of enemy equipment 
testing and analysis peculiar to the Corps of Engineers. 

8. Foreign Equipment Unit, Intelligence Division, Anacostia, Maryland. 
Navy unit concerned with the procurement of information and equipment 
and the dissemination of test data. 

AAF, Navy, Ordnance, Signal Corps and Corps of Engineers are 
mutually concerned with priority fields of infrared, vacuum tubes, 
high-frequency techniques and components. Guided :Missiles are a 
priority activity of all the above units, wi~~ the most comprehensive 
studies initiated by T-2, Ordnance and the Navy. 
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the German side of a war within a war, 
The military war was 

war was not a clear-cut victory. 'l'he Allies were the 
the Germans the victors in others. 'I'he Allies 

and offensive weapon; the Germans lost the 
of Germany was highly electronic; the 
The jammed German radar and commun-

countermeasures. The Battle of the Atlantic 
; the Germans introduced new submarines and electronic aids. 

introduced a new weapon, the guided missile with electronic 
controls; the their efforts in this field. The Germans 
had a superb and weapons at the begirming of the war and 
froze their research were weak; the Allies reorganized and 
swept ahead Germans to reorganize. 

development pr.Jgrams,. 

11battle plans 11 for development have become 
development planning Many factors retarded 

integration of enemy data into American wartime 

A check of enemy equipment and operational methods was a major 
part of the offensive effort. Intelligence services coordinated their 
ac ti vi ties with the military pie ture as it changed from day to day. .Period-

underground out of enemy territory from various sources 
and were channeled to development agencies. Specific organizations for tech
nical intelligence such as the Joint Electronics Information Agency (JEIA) 
functioned as a central, clearing house in the war for technical information 
on Axis electronic equipment. 

J;mmediately after V-E day, the large-scale study of the battle ground 
began. Representatives from the wartime intelligence agencies and intelligence 
teams under the direction of CIOS moved into enenw- territory to track down 
electronic targets already defined by wartime information. Similar surveys 
were made by strategic and tactical groups. 

German war leaders and scientists in every level were interrogated and 
their data and laboratories examined. Equipment and data was sifted and 
forwarded to intelligence centers. 'I'he complete story of the German war 
effort was unfolded in thousands of reports and stocks of equipment. 

This collection phase is now ending, and the next phase now beginning 
is the dissemination and usage of this information. The lag between the 
brilliant scientific achievements of tbe Germans and the tactical.execution 
can be studied and 'I'he achievements of the Rheich can be 
compared to Allied achievements for verification and new ideas. It is a 
historical axiom that the weapons of the future have their beginning at the 
end of the conflict. Never in history has the scientific evalution 
of the war effort of the victor and loser been necessary or executed on the 
scale now The final story of the electronic war of 1939-45 will 
be written in the and tactics produced by this study.and integration. 
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LIST OF DOCID.i!ENTS 

Information in This Report Is 
Derived From the Following. 

Listed Documents 

GENERAL GROUND RADAR 

Italian Radar JEIA 1864 
Radar Installations in Italy. Sardinia and Corsica 
German Ground Radar Organization 
Compilation of Data on Enemy Radio and Radar 
Translated Extracts from German Document Naval 

Tactical Radar Service JEIA 4700 
Enemy Radar Development 
Some Recent German Radar Developments 
The German Controlled Night Fighter Sytem JEIA 8328 
Detailed Interrogation Report - Notes on Radar 
Information Obtained from German Communications 
German Centimeter Radar JEIA 9851 
Additional Informatinn Obtained from German 

Communications Pe•sonnel JEIA 10011 
Technical Minute No. Rad 89 Mannheim-Principle 

of Operation Provisional Report 
German Radar Equipment Main:z - FuMG 40T 
Training Manual on the Use of Radio and Radar 

Equipment in Interception Operations (Navy Dept.) 
Range Curves of Ground Aircraft Reporting Radar 
K-Laus Anti-Jamming Device 
Evacuation of Radar Components from Captured 

German Jagdschloss and Wasserman (Box Chimney) 
Radar Installations at Weissenfels, Germany 

Investigation of German Air Force Signal School 
at Halle (Saale) Germany 

Identification of Photographs of Wasserman Radar 
Components Evacuated from Installations near 
Weissenfels. Germany 

FR.EYA RADAR 

Instructions for Night Fighting and Fighter Control 
Enemy Coastal Radar Stations JEIA 4377 
Technical Description of Freya Equipment 
Control & Plotting at a German GCI Station JEIA 8338 

SMALL WURZBURG 

Tunable Wurz burg Transmitter 11 Sender-Uberlage rer 
SU 62 d11 
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4 Jan 44 
5 Sept 43 

June 42 

July 44 
13 Feb 45 
12 Feb 45 

9 Apr 45 
18 May 45 
4 June 45 

29 May 45 

3 May 45 

1 Aug 46 
26 Oct 45 

5 July 45 
1 Sept 45 

20 Apr 45 

30 Apr 45 

17 May 45 

Nov 43 

5 Aug 45 



SMALL WURZBURG (Contd) 

Report on German Training Device for Radar Opera tors 

GIANT WURZBURG 

Information Obtained from P/1N-TD 41) Wurzburg 
Miscellaneous German Radar Information 
Funk Messgera t F'uSe 65 (Radar Set, usually 

designated as the Giant Wurzburg) 

U-BOAT RADAR 

Radar Decoy Balloons & U-Roat Radar 
U-Boat Radar and DF 

JEIA 4637 

Extracts from Interrogation Report JEIA 1668 
Radar Items Connected with U-Boat Warfare JEIA 3346 
Navy Department Intelligence "Letter Report No. 

10-45" (Schnorchel) 
Additional Comments on German Naval Research JEIA 9626 
German and Japanese Ma.val Radar and Infra-Red 

Devices JEIA 9705 
Notes on the Lectures by Dr. Schlicke on the 

Application of Electronics in U-Boat Warfare JEIA 11343 

BEAcmrn AND BEA.MS 

German Radio Target Beacon 
German Radio Target Deacon 
German Navigation Aids 
Erika and Komet Radio Deacons 

JEIA 1770 
JEIA 3083 

CAF Notes on Horning Procedure JEIA 4024 
Erika and Komet Beacons 
Benito Control of Fighters and Egon Control 

JAGSCHLOSS 

JEIA 9254 

Detailed Interrogation Report Notes on Radar Equipment 

CIES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Berlin Gerat S-Band Airborne Radar FuG 224 JEIA 9663 

RADAR 

German AS. V Rostock Gerat 
Summary of German Airborne Radar JEIA 2302 
German Night Fighter Tactics and Equipment JEIA 4351 
Aerial Construction of German Gentimetric Search 

and FuG 350 Zb (Naxos) JEIA 8109 
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15 Dec 44 

22 Feb 45 

Jan 44 
Oct 43 

Apr 44 

21 May 45 
12 June 45 

25 Sept 45 

Jan 44 
11 Apr 44 
30 Oct 41 
29 July 44 

4 Aug 44 
4 Aug 44 

· 20 Apr 45 

26 ~,far 45 

28 May 45 

Sept 43 

7 July 44 
17 Feb 45 



Electronics Intelligence Bulletin (AAF, USSAFE) 
German Ground and Airborne Radar 
Some Radar Projects at Telefunken: III Further 

Comments on German Radar JEIA 9625 
The Peichsminister for Armament and War Production 

JEIA 10227 
Summary of Known Enemy RCivP s Against German Ground 

and Airborne Radar Apparatus and Against R/T 
Control Traffic JEIA 9543 

Electronics Intelligence Report No. 13/45 
Radio and Radar Equipment in the Luftwaffe VII 

JEIA 10984 . 
Radio and Radar Equipment in the Luftwaffe v 

JEIA 10990 
Radio and Radar Equipment in the Luftwaffe VIII 

JEIA 10983 
Radio and Radar Equipment in the Luftwaffe VI 

JEIA 10985 
Land-Based, Shipborne· and Airborne Radar Equipment 

in Current Use JEIA 11313 
Electrophysik ttAcoustic Ra.darn at Burglengenfeld, 

MR U-1476 
Airborne Electronic Equipment of the GAF 

FuG-200 

FuG-200 German ASV JEIA 4603 

RA.BIO-CONTROLLED Bm.rns 

Extract from Special Intelligence Report No. 62 
New German Air Weapons Against H.M. Ships JEIA 2124 
Report HS-293 Glide Bomb JEIA 3801 
Development of Jet or Rocket Propulsion 
A Report on Complete Radio Installation and Remote 

Controlled Operation of German Missile HS-293 JEIA 7889 
AA Command Intelligence Review No. 184 
Bombing from Aircraft to Aircraft, Report No. 974/l 
Radio Enemy Guided Missile JEIA 2739 
Radio Controlled Torpedoes 
Preliminary Report on New Radio Equipment in German 

Long-Range Rocket V-2 
Electronical Equipment of German A 4 Long Range 

Rocket JEIA 8690 
Flight Control Amplifier of the German Long Rocket 

JEIA 9290 
The German Controlled Missile, FX1400 
Investigation of Ger~an Guided Missile Development 

and Manufacturing 
Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee German 

Controlled Missiles JEIA 9268 
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8 June 45 
9 Apr 45 

24 May 45 

20 June 45 

19 Sept 45 

30 June 45 

Feb 45 

31 May 44 

12 Oct 43 

21 May 44 
July 41 
Dec 44 

6 May 44 

29 Mar 44 

25 Mar 45 

Feb 45 

Mar 45 

Jan 45 
21 May 45 

30 Apr 45 



RADIO-CONTROLLED BOMBS (Contd) 

Airborne Missiles JEIA 9633 
Technical Intell Extract 
German Air-Launched A. A. Rocket 
Technical Intelligence Report No. I-2a. Second 

Interrogation of Dr Herbert Wagner 
Navy Department Intelligence Airborne Missiles 
Proximity Fuzes JEIA 9777 
Technical Report on Control Apparatus for Bombs 

and Rockets 
Remotely Controlled A. A. Projectile 1•wasserfall" 

JEIA 10033 
Development of Proximity Fuzes JEIA 9754 
German Air To Air Guided .Missiles (GDM-6) 
German Television for Guided Missiles 
German Cartesian Coordinate Control System 
Guided Missiles for German Naval Use '(GDM-9) 
Development of Homing Devices (Navy Dept.) JEIA 10846 
Germa.n Contributions to the Problem of Bomb Control 

by Television JEIA 10978 
A Report on the R.adio Equipment of the German A4 

Rockets Launched Against this Country and Allied 
Territory JEIA 7554 

German High Frequency JEIA 11190 
Summary of Missile Control and Proximity Fuzes 
Radio Proximity Fuze 
German Proximity Fuze Research and Development Report 

No. 24/25 
Interrogation of Dr. 'rheodor Netzer JEIA 11291 

DECIMETER GERAT 

German Decimeter Stations JEIA 2350 

ROBOT PLANES AND BOMBS 

RCM Digest No. 4 - Ski Sites 
Paraphrase of Message from ETOUSA "Pilotless Airplane~ 
Extract from Interrogation Report (Dodels) 
Long Range Rockets JEIA. 4948 
"German Flying Bomb Examination of Automatic 

Pilot." 
Anti.,.Aircraft Rockets JEIA 8979 
The X4 - German Air-Launched A. A. Rocket JEIA 9291 
New German Fighter Rocket Armament and "Obe:r'on•1 

Aµtomatic Range-Finding and Firing Procedure 
The Organization and Operation of an A-4 Firing Site 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 11/45 Position 

Fixing of Long Range Rockets by Radar 
Guided Miss,iles for German Naval Use 
German Air To Air Guided Missiles 
Technical Report on •'Strassburg-Kehl" Radio-Controlling 

Sys tern for B.ombs and Rockets 
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July 45 
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11 May 4 5 
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~OBOT PU1.1\:Es AND BOMBS (Contd) 

Technical Report on '•Strassburg-Kehl'* Radio-Controlling 
System for Bombs and Rockets 

Technical Report on Decimeter Radio Equipment for 
Controlling Bombs and Rockets 

nBurgund'1 Control Equipment for the Rocket nschemetter
ling11 

Model Trials with Supersonics 
German ~adio and Radar Systems for Locating Guided 

Missiles 
Review of Intelligence Gained on German Guided Missile 

Control Program 
Alternative Missile Control Schemes as Anti-Jamming 

Measures 
General Report on Guided Missile~ (GDM-2) 
German Television for.Guided ~issiles (GDM-8) 
German Calculators for Guided Missiles (GDM-7) 
A Glow Tube Relay with Especially Small Discharge 

Delay 
Outline of Information Desired from Technical 

Intelligence Officers by the Laboratories of 
Engineering Division, Materiel Command 

RDF ·AC TI VI TIES 

Jllight Fighter Tactics Freya nANtt Procedures JEIA 7287 
TRE Report 6R/13 Investigation of Enemy Short Range 

RDF Stations 

COUN'l'ERMEAS~ES 

Enemy Jamming of German Fighter R/T JEIA 9542 
9th Supplement to the Collected Information Concerning 

Airborne and Ground Radar Jamming Which the Enemy 
Has so Far Used JEIA 9540 

Summary of Known Enemy RCM' s against German Ground 
and Airborne Radar Apparatus and Against R/T Control 
Traffic JEIA 9543 

Utilization of the Radar Jamming Apparatus During 
Battle Operations and Evaluation by Signals 
H. Q. C. in C Air Force JEIA 9544 

German Radar Intelligence Tastlaus and Michlaus 
Anti-Jarruning Devices 

Cooled 100 Watt Klystron for Jamming 10 cm Radar 
JEIA 10728 

Air Scientific Intelligence Technical TransTation, 
No. 8 "Radar News No. 19" Translation of '1Funkmess
Nachrichten No. 19" 
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20May 45 

28 May 45 

28 June 45 

1 July 45 
8 July 45 

15 Aug 45 

8 July 45 

11 July 45 
30 July 45 
30 July 45 
28 Aug 45 

27 Sept 45 

3 Sept 44 

11 June 45 

25 Feb 45 



ES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Summary of German Airborne Radio Equipment 

GE'\TERAL AIRBORNE RADIO 

German Aircraft Radio Equipment 
Radio Equipment on German Aircraft 
ROM Digest No. 5 - German _l\irborne Equipment 

JEIA 3203 

Airborne Transmitters and Recei vars JEIA 4350 
Investigation of Decimeter and Centimeter Work at 

Reichpost Sta.dsteinach Laboratory JEIA 9696 
Procedure for Command Transmission JEIA 10234 
C.I.O.S. Field Party. Report by Communication Group 
Report by Foreign Office and Ministry of Economic 

Warfare (Economic Advisory Branch) on Eindhoven 
'. 

Visit 

FuG 7 & 7A 

Wireless Report on the ME 109F-4 

FuG 

Comparison of Radio Equipment (German) With British 
Equipment 

FuG 11 & 15 

German Radio Development JEIA 4266 
GAF Multi-Purpose Set Funkgerat 15 JEIA 8691 

D/F EQUIPMENT 

Field Report on Prisoner of War Interrogation JEIA 8236 
German Direction Finder TP (LM) 6/315 ES2A JEIA 8632 
Report on German D/F Equipment JEIA 9725 

PLANES AND CREWS 

Crashed DO 217 Aircraft 
Crashed Rumanian Aircraft JU 88 D-1 
Crashed Enemy Aircraft JU 88 
Fighter Command Intelligence Summary 
German Radio Direction of Planes - Difficulty of 

Intercepting Communication Between Polish Flyers 
in RAF JEIA 4802 

Enemy ~ircraft, Ara.do 234 W. N. Preliminary 
Examination of Electrical Equipment JEIA 9262 

COUNTERMEASURES 

U-Boat Anti-Detection Devices JEIA 2432 
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l\pr 44 

Dec 43 
Nov 42 
June 44 

28 ~Tune 44 

7 Feb 45 

3 Oct 44 

4 Mar 40 

3 July 44 
24 Mar 45 

19 Feb 45 
11 Feb 45 

Jan 44 
Nov 43 
May 43 
Aug 43 

8 June 44 

Mar 45 

6 Mar 45 



COUNTERMEASURES (Contd) 

German Aircraft Countermeasures Against Thdar De tee tors 
JLARC 5290 

Performance of GEE in the Pressure of Enemy Jamming 
German Metal Tail RDF Jqmming ;fothod 

W/T Defense Measures in the GAF MAR No. 52')32 
Organization and Cont;rol of GAF Night Fighters on 

Western Front JEIA 83()2 
Wurzburg Anti-Jamming Devices; Report 27 
The German ·. J,ervice 'TTorschdienst) JEIA. 1')785 
German Academic Sciencists and the ':\ar 

TUBES 

Cathode Ray Tubes for CSP ,JETA 3111 
Examination of Enemy Valves and Cathode Ray "ubes 

JEIA 3837 
Gold Plated Leads in Glass-~etal Seals cRH. 106JO 
Philipps Radio S.~\.I. - StB.bilimento Zenith r'onza 
Report by the Valves Section on the Eindhoven Visit 

NAVIGATION 

German Airborne '1'elemeteri ng Device Auswer te Ger at 
JEIA 8343 

New German Airplane Landing System P.I A 8'l54 
Enemy Intelligence Sufilmaries ,.ffiJA ~17~ 
The Kurskoppler: A German Autorrmtic Navigator 
Blind Flying Device 
German Sonne Navigational Air ~adto St".l.tion 
German Long Range NA.vi gationa 1 Sys tern 
Radio and Radar Equipment on the Luftwaffe - I 

Blind Landing and ~irborne Co1mnunica ti ons 
Equipment JEIA 10251 

Installation and Operation of "li!avie;ationril System 
for use on Enemy Bombers JEIA 1758 

Airborne Navigation Installation FuG 120 (Telefunken1 
JEIA 10682 

"Elektra - Sonne" - 'l'ransla ti on of Lorenz Description 
and Operating Instructions for Sonne 8 HF-~ack 111 

GENERAL GROUND RADIO 

Wireless Communications of the German t\rmy in the Field 
Radio Stations of the Germany Arm,y (Russi~n Report\ 
Addendum to EEIS 11-10 Report on German Decimeter 

Antenna Equipment 
Translation of Captured Notes on German Decimeter 
German Cable Tracing Signal Genera tor '•Ka Spu. Sum.''
German Rotating Directional Antenna Array AFFA 2 
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3 

7 
3:) 
rn 

Dec 43 

Sept 43 
Dec 42 
feb 45 

'Cec 4'4 
July 45 
Oct 45 

Apr 44 
Apr 44 

22 tTune 45 
23 'fo.v 45 
28 Sept 44 

2 "far 45 

18 A.pr 45 
3 

,, 
' .. ar 45 

14 Dec 44 
6 Dec 44 

17 July 45 

Aug 43 

25 Mar 45 

26 Jan 45 
15 May 45 
27 June 45 



GENERAL GROUND RADIO (Contd) 

' 
German Frequency Calibrator Pruf G;, SE 15b 
German and American Radio Relay SyBtems 

AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Signal Commlinication Equipment Directory 

GROUND TRANSMI 

Command - Transmis.sion Sets JEIA 10262 
German and American Radio ReJay Systems 
German Jamming Transmitter "Breslau" and Associated 

Apparatus 

GRomm 

Tests on German & American UHF Receivers 
FuG 351 Horschemphanger 351 
The German Receiver "Korfu~ E. 351 
German Six Band Reveivers AE 1093 

JEIA 10649 
JEIA 7521 

Report on German Direction Finding Equipment 
Operational Report on German D/F Trailer in Tactical 

Use 

PACK SETS AND TRANSCEIVERS 

VHF Transceiver Feldfunk Sprecherb 
German Agent Sui tease Radio 
German Pack Radio Sets Tornister Fu F and FuB. l 
Report bn the German "Empfangerprufer Fur Torn. 

Fu. bf. 

SUPPLIES 

German Direction Finder TP (LM) 6/315 

RADI 0 CONTROLLED TANKS 

Remote Control Tanks - Operation and Demolition 
Charg~s JEIA 5019 

Analysis of the ~adio Control Mechanism of the 
German (SIVb) Tank 

MISCELLANEOUS 

German °Radio Pilot" Device 
Photocell pf Very High Sensi ti vi ty Developed by 

A. E. G. Research Laboratory 
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7 July 
6 Aug 

9 Mar 
20 June 5 
4 Feb 

Aug 
Sept 

7 Jan 45 
10 Aug 45 

7 June 45 

Nov 43 
May 44 

12 Mar 43 
Feb 45 

30 Jan 45 

11 Aug 44 

10 Jan 45 

Dec 43 
11. Sept 45 



tHSCELLA1'1EOUS COMMUNICA 'I'IONS RADIO) 

German Automatic Device for Continuous Keying of 
Selected International Morse Characters 

German Carrier Telephone and Voice Frequency 
Telegraph Systems 

German Interference Locator Set Type Su.G 1868 
and S'T'!lf.G 1867 

German Cable Tracing Amplifier 1•Ka Spu. Verst." 
German Vibration Detector 
Status of German Military Applications of Infra-R~d 
Interrogation of Dri;;. Gaertner and Breunig on 

Development and Military Use of Infra-Red Equipments 
German ~orse Code Tape Recorder and Power Supply 

MBs/24b-662 
The Design and Development of Infra-Red Equipment 

JEIA 11092 
Zunder - Suchgerat 42 Mine Searching Set 42 
List of 46 Infra-Red Research and Development Projec'ts 
Infra-Red Development 1Jfork on German Experimental 

Establishment "lifVK.1~ 

SHIPBQR!\TE l=?ADIO (See als.o U-Boat Radar, IV-J) 

German Summary of Navy ;JEIA 10013 
Germany - Comm. - Sonar - s. S. Vienta Experimental 

Sonar Ship JEIA 10014 

REPORTS 

DO 217 E4, Lichtenstein Gerat, Night Fighter Tactics, 
FuG 101 

D.F. E~uipment 
Y. Gerat, UHF Airborne RDF, W/T Information Station 
General Report on W/T JEIA 2248 
German Radio Direction and Range Finder 
F-DF Stations, Wurzburg Radar 
Freya in Norway 
German Radar JEIA 1863 
Victor High Frequency Instrument 
Night Fighter Development in Italy 
Organization of German Aircraft Reporting Service 

In Mediterranean 
Egon JEIA 2937 
German Night Fighters Tactics with Airborne 

Interception and Homing Equipment JEIA 5443 
Electronic Development in Germany 
Long Range Rocket Projectiles & Supersonic 
Explosive Motor Boats JEIA 5202 
Extract from P/W Report JEIA 7156 
Interrogation Report JEIA 8175 
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28 June 45 

1 Sept 45 

28 Feb 45 

30 Apr 45 
27 Apr 45 

1 June 45 
6 July 45. 

8 July 45 

10 Aug 45 

23 Aug 45 
19 Sept 45 
18 Sept 45 

18 June 45 
21 June 45 

May 43 

May 43 
Aug 43 

Oct 43 
July 43 

Dec 43 
Oct 43 
Nov 43 
Oct 43 

Sept 43 

17 Aug 44 
Aug 44 

12 Mar 45 



REPORTS (Contd) 

German Ground and Airborne Radar 
Extracts from Digest of Information from P/W 
I nforma ti on from a German Army P /il Captured 13 

Believed Reliable 

JEIA 8983 
Feb 45 . 

Notes on German Radar and Research Personalities 
The GAF Signals Organization in the War 
German Tactics Intended for Japanese JEIA 10222 
Excerpts from Interviews with Major General Boner 

and Other German Officers JEIA 9888 
Letter to Dr. Glasgow TIIC, Consultant JEIA 10603 
Letter to Dr. R. S. Glasgow TIIC, Consultant JEIA 10604 
German Tactics Intended for Jap.anese JEIA 9945 
Some Aspects of German High Frequency Research JEIA 10982 
Interrogated DipL Eng Erwin Weise of the Os ram 

Company 
Interrogation of Dr. Hans Pressler of Waffenhammer, 

Stadt Steinach and Dr. Alfred Riedinger, of 
Neumuhle Stadt Steinach (0-6880) Germany 

Interrogation Report on Professors Esau and Muller, 
Specialists for Research in High Frequencies and 
High Voltage, Respectively JEIA 10590 

Report on Interrogation of German Signals Liaison 
Officers at Shipmate on 18 May 1945 

Classification, Assignment and Promotion of Officer 
and Enlisted Personnel of the German Army 

Special Report on 'German Naval Radar Antenna 
Modulation of Centimeter-Waves by Means of Gas 

Discharge Tubes 
De Mining of Krasnodar from 12 Aug to 31 Aug 1942 
Investigation of Scientific Intelligence 

Targests in the Prague Area (The Schornsteinfeger 
Program) 

ANALYSIS OF 

CIOS Report by Foreign Office and Ministry of Economic 
Warfare on Eindhoven Visit 

RAE - German 1\F Plugs and Soqkets 
RCM Digest /f 18 
Transmission of 11eport on German Manufacture 

INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 

Handling of Cept. Enemy Electronic Equipment 
Technical Intelligence JEIA 7690 

Enemy Radar Intelligence Bureau Report //:15 
Enemy Radar Intelligence Bureau Report /f6 
Television in France 
Electronics Intelligence Report - Jade (XE) 

No. 6 
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for 

9 Apr 45 
18 Apr 45 

l June 45 

2 June 45 
21 June 45 

22 June 45 
22 June 45 

22 June 45 

18 May 45 

5 Nov 45 

18 Nov 44 
5 Jul 45 

23 Aug 45 
14 Sept 45 

3 Oct 44 

Nov 44 
1 Aug 45 

26 June 45 

30 Jan 45 

15 Dec 44 
Dec-Feb 45 
15 Oct 44 
17 Apr 45 



IN'rELLIGENCE REPORTS (Contd) 

Electronics Intelligence Report No. 12/45 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 10/45 

Part II (German Radar Developments) 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 15/45 
Technical Intelligence Report No. I-2 - Interrogation 

Of Dr. Herbert Yfagner JEIA 9649 
Germa~ Radar Developments 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 10/45 

Part III 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 10/45 

Part IV. German Radar Development 
Elec;tronics Intelligence Report No. 14/15 
Electronics Bulletin No. 5 
Report on Electronic Research and Development 

to Lt. Col. A. H. Sullivan, Electronic Section, 
Division of Intelligence, USS'PAF from Harry 
B. Marvin, civilian, CIOS, USSTAF 

New Formula for the Infra-Red Sensitive Coating 
German Weather Transmitter-Receiver 2, Wetter 
Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summary 
Report on Search Coil for Supplementing Report 

No. EEIS 8-30 
German Automatic Device for Continuous Keying 

of Selected International Morse Characters JEIA 10261 
Elecfronics Intelligence Report No. 19/45 
Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summary No. 308 
Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summary No. 310 
Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summary No. 312 
Research and Development of Lead Sulphide Cells 

Electronic Intelligence Report No. 26/45 , 
Index of Scientific Material JEIA lll92 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 23/45 
General Information on Semi-Conductors 

Sensitive to Infra-~ed Rays 
Electronics Intelligence Report No. 30/45 
St~tus and Prospects of Thermo Position Finding 
Electrical and Photo-Electrical Properties of 

PbS and PbSe 
Developme_nt Problems of Ultra-Red Sensitive 

Photo Semi-Conouctors for Cells and Image 
Converter Mirrors 

German-English and English-German Glossary of 
Electronics and Related Terms 

A.ir Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summary 
No. 314 

Elac Cell 
List of German Cover Names 
Survey of Ceramic Dielectric Materials in 

German Industry 
High Frequency Research of the Evacuated 
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1 June 45 
1 June 45 

12 July 45 
11 May 45 

15 May 45 
23 June 45 

23 July 45 

20 July ~5 
17 June 45 

·20 Aug 45 
30 Jan 45 
4 Aug 45 

26 July45 

28 June 45 

11 Aug 45 
28 July 45 
11 Aug 45 
27 Aug 45 
11 Sept 45 

1 Sept 45 
30 Aug·45 
22 Sept 45 

20 Sept 45 

22 Sept 45 

10 Sept 45 

13 Sept 45 
1 Oct 45 
3 Oct 45 

21 Aug 45 



INTELLIGENCE ~EPO~TS (Con~d' 

IEIA 11055 
Air Minis try Weekly In tel 1if;enci"" SuftHnar:,..r 1~ (1 Ell 311 
Air Ministry 1!!eekly In~e llit;fmce Sum:anry ~: 

i .. o. 3:)3 
Air Ministry ~'foekly In Lo l li;_';ence " ~> um~,1n. ~ ~t 1\J () 19 313 
Air Ministry 7Jeekly Tn'.:.el lii>;enco Sumnary t~: f)@ 01,s 
Electronics Intelligence ?epor t >- /!~ /4_r:: 

J· 0 1fi I-.)/ -\) 

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE STPI'~A:?H~G 

German Signnl Research, Developmont; f:lrid "'."lnul'nc~ 

tu re 
Some New Types or !Jerman 'Ra1:to ~u1d ~n:Jn:r 'S·:p.d pmont 
Extract from T nte l lir;ence Summ~H·,y tfo. 2P3. 'itd 

Apr 1945 - The i'far Orr;anization or Germ'tn 
Science - The Trlldi ti ona 1 System 

Electronic$ In~ellir;ence Newsli:itter Mo;, 3 •. TEJA 104G4 
Electronics Intelligence Newsletter Wo. 4 .mp. 10711 
Signal Enemy IntclUg;ence Digest · JEIA l19f1 
Electronics In·telligenoe Newsletter ~:o~ f. .rr:JA l0:'l2D 

LISTS OF CAPTURED 

Technical. Report on Drahtr1ink (Wired Wireless) '?epol'.i't 
No. EEIS 9-4 

German Experimental Unit 1\ntom9.tic-'t'ruckin1~ nak 1tidar 

CIOS 'f:IEPORTS 

Combined Intelligence Committee EvaJu11tirm R~ports. 
Report No. 22 

Technical Intelligence Report r.:o. R-08 
Preliminary Report on ifork or CTOS Investigators in 

the Heidelberg Are~ 
Investigation of Four Electronic Targets j n the f .. lunich 

Area 
Philips Radio S.A.I. - St11bilimento Zenith Monza 
Letter Report Number 8-45 (Navy Dept.) 
Memorandum on CIOS Mission on Munich ~TEIA 0772 
Technical Intelligence Extract JEIA 18177 

, Technical Intelligence Extract tl3'.:IA 10176 
Electronics Intelligence 'Report No. 10/45 Pa:rt II 
Radar-Radio-Interrogation o!' German Sclenti.st 

Concerning JEI !\. 9676 · 
Technical Inspection of Schiele Industriewerks. 

He:rnburg Schwartzwald, Coordinates W 3767 
Combined Intelligence Committee - E1raluation 

Reports No. 71 JEIA 9882 
Combined Intelligence Committee Evaluation 

Reports No. 160 
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24 ~ru 15 

20 A11t; ;J f:, 

21 15 

2C) Jan 5 

1 

30 45 

lS 45 
17 45 

31 45 

23 45 
28 45 

22 June 45 
18 June 45 
15 45 

20 June 45 

19 June 45 

9 July 45 



CIOS REPORTS (Contd) 

Combined Intelligence Committee Evaluation 
Reports Combined Intelligence Objective 
Subcommittee (Reference; C.I C. 75 Series) 

Combined Intelligence Committee - Evaluation 
Report No 138 

Combined Intelligence Committee - Evaluation 
Report No. 159 

Report (Prelim.) on AAch Laboratory of the 
Forschungs ,1\nstalt Der Reichespost (RPF) 

Electronics Intelligence Bulletin · 
Position of Thermo and Electroceramic Research 

Carried Out by the Messerschmitt Plant 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 171 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 197 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 198 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 199 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 200 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 202 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 204 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 205 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 221 
CIOS Evaluation Report No. 226 
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·9 ·July 45 

3 July 45 

30 June 45 

31 Mg_y 45. 

.. 
22 June 45 

18 July 45 
···25 July 45 

25 July 45 
25 July 45 
14 July 45 
25. ·July 45 
21 July 45 
Z5 July 45 
27 July 45 
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